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3 Beef lasagna ($17.50) 
the serving is too big for 
one so you can share it 
with your date. the layer 
of cheese covering the 
pasta is crisp on top, thick 
and gooey underneath, 
and leaves stringy strands 
when eaten. the pasta 
and beef are average
at best, but its fresh and 
flavourful cheese sets it 
apart from other lasagne.

SunSet grill AnD puB 
hidden within the east Camp in seletar airbase, sitting 
quietly beside a fenced up airstrip is sunset grill and 
Pub, also home to magnificent sunsets. 

with its humble decor and mismatched furniture, this 
is one place for lovers to go on an unpretentious date. 
off the beaten track, this restaurant has none of the 
snooty vibes most fancy restaurants ooze; the food and 
setting actually feel like part of home. be sure to arrive 
around 6pm to catch the sunset in time. 

Appetite 
1 Spicy Buffalo wings ($17.50)
start your meal with the spicy buffalo wings that 
sunset grill and pub is famous for. there are ten 
levels of spiciness to choose from. The first level of 
wings looked and smelt absolutely lethal. they were 
greasy mounds of crispy redness that seemed to glow. 
Don’t mind their appearance, for they will get you 
hooked. Juicy, flavourful and pretty spicy, the heat 
builds up with each bite you take. add $0.50 for each 
subsequent level up. 

there is even a mystery level 30 for gutsy diners where, 
if reached, they get to sign their names on certificates 
to prove they’ve tried the spiciest wings. these 
certificates are pasted on the ‘Hall of Flame’ wall inside 
the restaurant. remember, though, that potential side 
effects include severe stomachaches, swollen lips and 
fainting spells. you have been warned. 

2 Blt Sandwich ($11.50) 
imagine long, juicy strips 
of bacon tucked between 
fresh lettuce and salty 
melted cheese. this 
divine combination is then 
sandwiched between three 
slices of fresh, perfectly-
toasted bread. served with 
a side of fries and salad 
sprinkled with pepper, the 
blt sandwich is worth 
every cent.   

SunSet grill AnD puB
address: 140b piccadilly, seletar airbase, east Camp,  
              singapore flying Club 
Contact: +65 6482 0244

opening hourS
open from 4pm – late, closed on tuesdays 

The simple, tranquil and rustic charms of rurality have long been forgotten; skyscrapers and posh restaurants 
now dot the streets of our tiny island. Amber Chan & Isaac Tan bring you two places in Singapore that are 
quietly tucked away from the flurry of our cityscape. Perfect for chomping away and romantic dates.

A P P E T I T E
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priVé BAkery cAfé 
sunrays nestle gently against the cradling 
waves as you take time to revel in the 
astounding beauty of your surroundings and 
your date. enjoy great food in the luxurious 
comforts of the elegantly designed privé 
bakery Café with amazing scenery that is 
just too good to be true. 

the journey to privé starts your date on a 
crescendo. a nice stroll along Keppel bay 
Drive reveals the beauty of the marina at 
the end of the road.  

every step along the colossal Keppel bay 
bridge transports you further away from 
the bustling concrete jungle to a relaxing 
postcard-worthy backdrop. take time to 
soak up the sun, drink in the salty sea 
breeze and soon you’ll forget all that’s 
unimportant in life and focus on the star 
of the night - your lovely date.  

and as the night beckons, privé starts 
to come alive. the beautiful tealight-lit 
atmosphere sets the mood for good dinner 
conversation. with great food, comfortable 
seating and one of the best views in 
singapore, who could really ask for more? 

Appetite 
1 the n.y Burger ($32.00) 
the succulent taste of 200g of wagyu beef 
lightens up your taste buds. as the food is 
served, you can’t help but appreciate the 
aroma of freshly baked bread. after all, 
privé bakery Café is a bakery. the portion 
is decent and the burger buns are soft and 
sweet on their own. along with the tangy 
tomato relish, wagyu beef and cheddar 
cheese, the dish is immensely satisfying.

2 Slipper lobster linguine ($25.00) 
if you are up for seafood, this will be a 
good pick. the lobster meat is fresh, the 
meat holds together and is nowhere near 
flaky. Chunks of lobster can be found in 
proportion to the pasta as well. also, the 
light tomato base does not overpower 
the lobster meat nor leave you feeling 
too full. That said, the fishy smell of the 
crustacean may not be liked by some.

  
4 peanut Butter and Jelly 
     milkshake ($11.00) 
probably one of the best items on the 
menu, the clever transformation of the 
sandwich into a milkshake (without the 
bread, of course) is pleasantly appetising. 
the sweet and savoury peanut butter does 
not overpower, while the jelly remains 
sweet. we suggest taking a large sip 
and let your tastesbuds caress their way 
through the delectable slush. Due to its 
large portion, it’s a perfect drink for you 
and your date to share.

 
3 tiramisu ($7.00) 
although small in serving, the cup of 
tiramisu sure packs a punch. After the first 
few tastes, the warmth of the coffee liquor 
creates a fuzzy feeling in your throat and 
soothes you into a languid, relaxed state 
without making you foolishly drunk by the 
end of the night. the soft but rich texture 
of the mascarpone layer, the delectable 
sponge cake and the intensity of the coffee 
liquor in the small glass makes this sweet 
treat sinfully luscious.   

priVé BAkery cAfé
address: no 2 Keppel bay vista, marina at 
              Keppel bay
Contact: +65 6776 0777 

opening hourS:
sun to thur & ph: 9am - 12mn 
(last order 11.30pm) 
fri, sat & eve of ph: 9am - 1am 
(last order 12.30am) 

PHOTOS BY ISaac Tan
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entering the inconspicuous café that is 
tucked away in a corner of little india 
on a sweltering sunday afternoon, i was 
greeted by the non-air-conditioned, yet 
strangely breezy interior of food #03. 

Complimenting the atmosphere is the 
café’s deconstructed look of exposed red 
bricks, bare walls, minimal lighting and 
the décor, paired with chill-out music, 
creates an unpretentious ambience. 
think Dempsey hill without the high 
prices and upper-class swagger. 

the quaint furnishing somewhat creates 
itself when the most colourful of people 
filter in through the steel doors. Regulars 
range from artists to social activists and 
like-minded people from all walks of life. 
artist mark thia, 27, is appreciative of 
food #03 for “engaging and bringing the 
community together”, and providing a 
unique open space for the ultimate 
bonding activity in singapore – eating. 
 
their simple menu printed with their 
mantra on top: “no gst, no service 
Charge, and no microwave oven” brings 
cheer, considering the exorbitant prices 
some places are charging. 

resident chef woo tien wei would 
usually recommend their signature 
tempeh burger (which even has its own 
facebook group), but the burgers were 
out when i was there. still, the following 
are just as good, if not better: 

order a “Chin-Chai” with linguine 
($8.50), which is served with the 
freshest mix of vegetables, tossed with 
a light tomato sauce and a sprinkle of 
pine nuts. expect a side of crisp lettuce 
dressed with vinaigrette and plum sauce. 
you’d presume pasta to be carbohydrate-
heavy, but this is proportioned to near 
perfection, both size and taste-wise.  

if that’s not for you, try the thin crust 
pizza with oyster mushrooms and 
asparagus with mozzarella cheese or 
vegan tofu ($12.50). tien makes them 
from scratch and serves them fresh. he’s 
even considering letting patrons make 
their own pizza upon request.

if you’re feeling a tad more adventurous 
quenching your thirst, go for the post-
museum pour with rum (spiced tea, 
apple juice, mint, lychee) or vitagen 
vodka (both $7.50). if not, get the safer, 
refreshing post-museum pour ($2.00) or 
raw vegan nut “milk” ($4.00), which 
is a delicious blend of almonds and 
dates served over ice (no dairy). both are 
perfect for a scorching afternoon.  

the only downside? it took 30 minutes 
for the first dish to arrive and one and a 
half hours for the entire meal although 
the place was visibly vacant. but that’s 
where the rest of post-museum comes in.  

try not to visit food #03 starving as you
have got to leave some energy for 
exploring Post-Museum’s two floors of 
exhibition space, especially during events 
(check their website for listings). be sure 
to at least attend the really really free 
market, held once every two months.  

A third of the profits from Food #03 
actually fund post-museum, according 
to sole proprietor Jennifer teo, who sees 
hope for the future of this “independent 
arts and cultural space” despite recurring 
financial difficulties.  

to her, food #03 is “a piece of art that’s 
literally living and breathing”, and she 
hopes it won’t die if she and tien (they’re 
married) ever decide to hand it down. 

that aside, she feels that the place is 
truly owned by the community. she even 
turned down a photo, asking for patrons 
and volunteers to be featured instead.

If that doesn’t make you go ‘awww’, a 
stranger, who was also a diner there, 
came up to my table halfway through 
the meal with a chilled jug of water and 
offered to fill my glass. Now that’s what I 
call community spirit. 

so you know what? forget rating food 
#03 as just another tucked-away café, 
because it definitely deserves way more 
credit than a couple of shaded stars. 

check out http://post-museum.org 

Move aside, Dempsey, 
here’s the real deal
Call it a social enterprise, a piece of art, or even 
a stroke of genius; Food #03 can be whatever you 
like. Chee Hui Ming shares this hidden gem. 

:)

FOOD #03, POST-MUSEUM107+109 ROWELL ROAD

PIZZA WITH OYSTER

+ ASPARAGUS

VEGAN BROWNIE

POST-MUSEUM POUR 

+ RAW VEGAN NU
T MILK

chin-chai with linguine

NOTES TO SELF:

* Food #03 only opens Tuesday to Sunday
* Closest MRT: Farrer Park (NE8)
* Buses that go there: 21, 23, 64, 65, 66, 
67, 131, 139, 147, 857, NR6

Be sure to bring my Standard Chartered 
card next time to receive a 10% discount 
(with minimum spending of $30). Offer till 
Feb. 28 2010! Terms $ Conditions apply.

COST OF MEAL FOR TWO:

Drinks, main course and dessert, with a 

complimentary side of community spirit 

A P P E T I T E
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you might have heard of benny se 
teo, the 49-year-old owner of social 
enterprise eighteen Chefs trattoria, and 
ex-intern from Jamie oliver’s london 
restaurant, fifteen. 

now it may begin to sound like 
yet another yellow ribbon project 
commercial, but eighteen Chefs trattoria 
is so much more than that. benny 
truly believes in giving delinquents and 
individuals who have traversed the darker 
path one more shot at life to – and has 
taken a bold step of action to do so.

the third branch of eighteen Chefs 
trattoria recently opened in yishun 
to cater to youths in the north, and it 
promises an identical menu, atmosphere 
and concept like all its predecessors at 
simei and fusionopolis@one-north – but 
with double the floor space. 

Named so because ‘18’ has a strong 
connotation of secret societies in 
singapore, eighteen Chefs trattoria is 
famous for its crew of employees, most of 
whom have found new meaning in a life 
without affiliations to the underground. 
their tattoos and piercings are colourful 
reminders of their past, while their 
humble service represents who they’ve 
become. for one, they sure cook a lot 
better than most people double their age. 

Since the restaurant’s first branch opened 
in eastpoint mall, benny has been 
actively helping out ex-delinquents who 
seek a second chance by ignoring the 
stigma of society and teaching them what 
he knows best: cooking.  

victor lim, 17, a chef at eighteen Chefs 
trattoria, is the epitome of what benny 
means by a second chance. having 
worked there for only six months, he 
is slated to lead the yishun branch of 
eighteen Chefs trattoria. 

this had not come easy for the 
unassuming teenager, who has been 
through a dark and troubled past. victor 
mixed around with gangsters when he 
was just in primary school, which 
eventually led him to drop out of 
sembawang secondary school at the 
mere age of14.  

Street fights were common to him, until 
he met with one that left him with six 
scars and a change of heart. During his 
recovery period, victor’s mind was a 
mess and he locked himself at home and 
reflected for months. 

it was then, through his school 
counsellor, that he discovered eighteen 
Chefs trattoria.

“[the counsellor] asked me what my 
interests are. i said i like cooking,” says 
Victor, and as he flails his arms excitedly, 
you can see his tattooed arms that reveal 
a darker past.

and that began the next step of his new 
life. Just six months under benny and, 
with the previous chef as his mentor, the 
humble chef has now found his calling in 
the kitchens. 

so this is our recommendation: go for the 
heart, but return for the food.  

A restaurant chain with an attitude, Eighteen Chefs Trattoria prides itself as 
an equal-opportunity employer for young people – especially for ones who’ve 
had more than their fair share of the bitter taste of life. By Liu Hongzuo 

The must-try at all Eighteen Chefs Trattoria branches is their student set meal. At 

$6.50, it delivers not only in variety, but taste as well. The sets include a choice of pasta 

(we’d recommend a satisfyingly rich cream base), homemade iced lemon tea, and usually 

a scoop of mint ice cream to cleanse your palate. The chef doesn’t stinge on ingredients, 

which is a pleasant surprise for this price.  

If you choose to wander away from the set, the menu provides an extensive selection of 

side dishes ($3 to $6). If not, try the other main courses ($7 to $12) if you’re feeling 

a little more generous. To top your meal off, be daring and give one of their sinful ice 

cream-based goodness a go. 

Check out http://eighteenchefs.com for more.

ALSO...
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STUDENT MEAL!!

PHOTOS BY liU hongzUo
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Culinary break
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lady gaga
music’s almost
accidental icon

A proud idol to the deviants, misfits and outcasts
(well, mostly), Lady Gaga aims to bring glam

electro-pop to a whole new level. Whether she’ll be
usurping Madonna’s throne remains to be seen – 
because that’s where the test of time will come in.

By Chee Hui Ming 

Interview courtesy
of Universal Music Publishing
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       ssuming her outfits were any indication of her personality, then 
we’ve almost got lady gaga down pat – or so we thought.

Skinny, tall, blonde and heavily made-up, she’s definitely hard to 
miss as she saunters into the press room at mandarin oriental, 
donning a full-body newsprint leotard paired with a dramatic 
origami brooch made out of actual newspaper pages, and, of course, 
oversized shades. in town for the singtel amped private showcase, 
she is speaking to an endless, tiresome trail of media fractions at the 
roundtable interviews. 

and in a mere 20 minutes that was over in a blink of a heavily 
lined and shadowed eye, lady gaga reinforces her feisty image, 
and proves that she has never been, and will never be, a pushover 
or manufactured pop star. amazingly still sustaining that young, 
unbridled ambition, she speaks of her success and future as though 
she has had a long, arduous thought process behind every minute of 
her life. 

That is, once she’s finally done handling the media frenzy and her 
assistants quickly usher her away to face another slew of questions.

having drawn frequent comparisons to (the one and only) madonna, 
lady gaga quickly remarks that considering oneself a future music 
icon isn’t very “ladylike”. Still, she’s rather flattered, but declares, 
“i’m more concerned with doing this the rest of my life, because it

makes me happy. but if my second album fails, i would still be 
playing music in bars, i wouldn’t give up and become a… librarian 
or something.”

but if we dare say, she’s the modern-day diva – leader of the anti-
MTV generation and pop music’s almost-accidental, but definitely 
present day, icon. her racy tracks, “Just Dance”, “poker face”, 
“lovegame” and “paparazzi”, are now staples on radio stations and 
clubs worldwide. 

she once described her style as very “new york” – tough on the 
outside, and well, even tougher on the inside. but now, as she’s 
riding the wave of electro-pop hits with that touch of rebellion, 
some fans are starting to get bored of what they take to be just 
another product of a marketing gimmick from the music industry. if 
it were true, Lady Gaga’s selling point would definitely then be that 
eccentric, andy warhol-esque style and attitude towards life. 

except, she’d probably throw daggers at you with her eyes if you 
even dare suggest that she is anything but genuine.

for fans looking for her to change things up, be excited for her 
sophomore album, because from the tongue-in-cheek lyrics of her 
debut album, lady gaga hopes to take just a slight step out of her 
crystal-studded box with her next release. “if you 
listen to the fame, there is some painful sentiment 

A
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music’s almost
accidental icon
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So the person that 

you’re talking to 

in this room, today, 

is 100 percent the 

real me. And the girl 

that I was until all of 

this – was dead. 

She was a lie.

12  H Y P E
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that is always kind of masked with something humorous. even 
brown eyes, which is a very sad kind of glam, 70’s record. it’s 
kind of… funny,” she muses.

similarly, one of the hardest things to do as a celebrity would 
be to break from a certain image, especially if you have been 
commercially viable because of it all along. 

meanwhile, lady gaga is ever ready to challenge herself to stop 
hiding behind humour and start telling people how she really 
feels through music. “I actually find most of my piano-based song 
writing to be very emotional. i always end up crying and there’s 
eyeliner all over the keys.”

on the other hand, she’d gladly continue her stint as the acerbic 
yet peculiar “pop cultural mary poppins”, while acknowledging 
what people want and need to see. perhaps that’s lady gaga’s 
formula for success: just the right mix of sugar and spice – we’re 
not so sure about ‘everything nice’.

in a good way, she’s also a control freak – on making the 
“paparazzi” music video, she talks of her own exhausting 
perfectionism, and how her involvement in her career isn’t “just 
about getting dressed and singing in front of the camera while 
rubbing her tits”.
 
she adds stubbornly, “i don’t make videos to be played on mtv. 
i make videos for my fans. if they don’t want to play my video, 
well, i don’t care. i have youtube, i have yahoo!, i have whatever 
internet engine i can get my hands on that will play it for me. i 
have perez hilton.”

Appreciate Lady Gaga’s fierce honesty, because that’s definitely 
one endangered trait in the entertainment industry. she’s far 
from even considering mincing her words during interviews, and 
certainly wouldn’t ever get a child-friendly rating.

still, as this unlikely role model, out and proud for the unpopular, 
she brandishes that feisty attitude like she owns it. though she 
may come off cold and pretentious initially, listen to her speak, 
and you will be hit by her passion for her “art”, as she calls it.

Criticise her success, laugh at her fame, or even her apparent 
refusal to wear pants, but don’t expect her to be who you want 
her to be. in all 23 years of her life, she’s gone from rat holes to 
royalty, but it hasn’t been easy.

“i stopped trying to change who i was, and just accepted who 
i am. i like to wear avant-garde clothing. i prefer sequins to 
sneakers. i much prefer to sit at home by myself all day to write 
music than to party with a bunch of celebrities and then doing 
coke in the bathroom.”

perhaps that’s why living like a queen would not be at the top of 
her list.

“so the person that you’re talking to in this room, today, is a 100 
percent the real me. and the girl that i was until all of this – was 
dead. she was a lie.”
 
without a doubt, lady gaga is tomorrow’s princess of pop, and a 
worthy successor to the coveted throne. madonna is still Queen 
until she finally decides to give it a rest and Britney Spears is now 
the grand Duchess. but let us put our hands, and dancing feet, 
together to welcome music royalty’s newest addition. let us give 
credit where credit is due, because frankly, today’s overcrowded 
music market is teeming with overstated “artistes” whose only 
claim to fame is either a sex tape or a heavily-processed pop track. 

the race to the top of the pops is long and contentious. starlets 
can rise through the ranks in a matter of months and fall from 
grace in a matter of minutes. but for those whose artistry is the 
real deal, the reward is legions of fans and a place in music’s 
history books. perhaps one day, 10 or 20 years from now, we’ll see 
lady gaga take her prize and her place. 

Until then, we can expect her to be ever dancing, ever singing and 
ever shocking, and doing what she does best – the kind of stuff 
icons are made of. 

lady gaga returns to Singapore for a one-night only concert at fort 
canning park, 12 Aug 2009.
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hype: pop seems to be making a 
big comeback, with acts like girls 
Aloud and you girls making big 
waves in the scene. that is a pretty 
huge responsibility to handle. how 
are the girls holding up?

rochelle wiseman: we’re not doing 
too bad, thank you! we’re working 
so hard that we don’t often get time 
to sit still and absorb everything. it’s 
been such a crazy year and so much 
fun. it’s so cool that there’s now a 
stack of new pop acts on the scene. 
no one takes themselves too seriously 
and it’s just great music to put you in 
a good mood!

Are the Saturdays bringing back 
the song-and-dance acts of the 
Spice girls and S club?

We’re definitely trying to bring a bit of 
pop back into the charts. it all went 
pretty indie for a little while so we’re 
trying to get people dancing again.

Along with your current success, 
the Saturdays are coming up with a 
clothing line. that must be exciting! 
how is it coming along?

we designed a line for rare, which 
is a great young label. we did two 
dresses each and it was so much fun. 
i wanted to design something for girls 
with curves like me, but still want to 
wear something tight and fashionable.

And your upcoming tour, the 
work tour sold out at every 
venue within a matter of days! 
how does that feel?

so amazing! we couldn’t believe we 
were doing our own headline tour so 
early in our career and for it to sell out 
like that was so exciting. 

the Saturdays spent close to a year 
on your debut album. was it hard to 
keep working on the same project?

i think, because we genuinely love the 
tracks, we haven’t really got bored yet. 
it’s the type of music we’d all listen to 
even if we weren’t in the band, so to 
be able to put your own vocals to the 
tracks is great. we were all so happy 
with how well the album has done. no 
one could have expected it.

your debut album ‘chasing lights’ 
was well-received by both the critics 
and the public. what can we expect 
in your next album? 

it’s going to be amazing. we’ve 
actually been co-writing on the new 
album so it’s much more personal. 
we’re still complete pure pop but it 
will have a few surprises.

time to dish out the dirt! what’s it 
like working with four other girls?

we have so much fun. we all really get 
on and work really well together.

Being known as the mother figure 
of the band, do you feel like you 
always have to keep the girls under 
tight control?

haha! i think i’m known as the mummy 
because i’m pretty organised. i’m the 
one who grabs the diary in meetings to 
make sure we all know what to do. we 
all have to be pretty organised though, 
as we’re always going to different 
places throughout the week.

lastly, what would you like to say to 
your Singaporean fans?

i just want to thank you for supporting 
the saturdays. it means so much tous. 
we can’t wait to come visit and meet 
all our singaporean fans in person! 

Visit http://www.thesaturdays.co.uk

when
saturday
comes
With raving 
reviews and a 
sell-out debut 
tour, it is no 
wonder that 
The Saturdays 
are the new 
face of pop 
music, and 
possibly the 
biggest girl 
group since 
the Spice 
Girls. hype 
puts Rochelle 
Wiseman of 
The Saturdays 
in the hot 
seat to reveal 
the work, the 
fame and 
the dirt. 

Image & interview courtesy
of Universal Music Publishing

By Revathie D
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CELEBRITIES
Bored of the typical scene and heard Hollywood starlets, hype 
brings the spotlight on the local celebrities with the real 
deal. Often behind the scenes, they can be summed up in three 
words: audacious, astute and avant-garde. Let the fandom begin.

no Juggling Act
Dressed to the nines in a suit and glasses 
and seated behind a desk swamped by 
computers and papers, you’d never 
guess that Jenny teo is the brain behind 
all things radio. 

Currently a programme consultant for 
safra radio, Jenny has been in and out 
of the radio industry for 29 years due to 
family commitments. having handled all 
aspects of radio, even the setting up of 
safra radio, her strong affection for the 
craft is no secret.  

“radio is in my blood. i’m very passionate 
about it,” she says.  

although she left the radio industry for 
11 years, the offer to return was just too 
hard for Jenny to resist. now, she sees 
herself as a juggling act, being involved 

Veteran radio programme consultant Jenny Teo gives us a sneak 
peek into how she delicately juggles family and work. By Cheryl Tan

in a variety of roles including monitoring 
the station and helping in the planning of 
programmes for power 98 and Jia 88.3 
fm.    

on what drives her passion, she says, “i 
want to impart whatever i learnt in my 
years as a broadcaster to the new jocks, 
so that we can compete and improve as a 
radio station.” 

“we are kind of like a family here, where 
i get to be in touch with the people on 
the ground.” 

Work aside, Jenny puts family first, and is 
a self-confessed “true-blue mother”.  

to ensure that she has enough time for 
the family, Jenny officially works four and 
half-hours each day at safra radio.  

“i don’t have much free time but i try to 
schedule my time around my son. when i 
get home, i switch my hat, and when my 
husband gets home, i wear another hat.”  

however, if her son stays back in school 
for co-curricular activities, she gladly uses 
the free time for her second love: radio. 

when she chatters about her involvement 
with radio, delight and dedication evidently 
swell up in her voice. for Jenny, the 
most gratifying part of her job is “the 
opportunity to see the whole radio station 
in macro view and be able to identify 
where problem areas are and how to 
rectify them and improve them”. to see 
her radio station brimming with success 
has naturally become her pride and joy.

after all, like how every juggler wants a 
perfect balance of all their props, Jenny 
has put her heart and soul into nurturing 
her two babies – her son and radio – 
so that they may mature into big and 
healthy boys in time to come.  
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at just 25 years of age, the copywriter 
at local advertising firm Religion is the 
woman behind the recent saucy Carls’ Jr. 
print advertisement that reads: some like 
it long. but most love it thick. 

Currently working on campaigns for 
burger King, Jayine is also the one 
responsible for the latest controversial 
super seven incher and topsy turvy 
burger advertisements, which had people 
writing in to toDay newspaper, to protest 
the raunchy text.  

she laughs sheepishly and covers her 
face before saying hastily, “i’m sorry if i 
traumatised anyone!”  

Dressed in a quirky getup of knee-length 
black-and-white striped leggings and 
a  chilli red cardigan, topped off with a 
head of curly shoulder-length jet-black 
hair, she does not look like a local. she 
reveals that she is Korean, but says that 
having lived here most of her life, she 
feels “totally singaporean”.  

Amid her smatterings of ‘lah’s, Jayine 
trills excitedly about her short stint back 
in 2005 as zoe tay’s personal assistant.

she recalls that it was tough, getting up 
at 6.30a.m., “giving zoe morning calls 
and hauling loads of clothes and bags 
around”. of course there were the perks, 
which included truckloads of freebies. “i 
think Zoe and I were one of the first in 
singapore to wear Crocs before they got 
popular here!” she says gleefully. 

seeing as she has always been doing 
work behind-the-scenes, does she 
sometimes wish she were out there in the 
spotlight? Her eyes flicker up toward the 
ceiling, lips pursed, before she replies 
that she likes it this way.  

then she looks down and sighs 
dramatically. “but my childhood dream 
was to be an actress! i wanted to be the 
first Asian in Hollywood!” she gushes. 
“then i realised i had no talent, so i 
decided to stick to doing behind-the-
scenes work.” 

Jayine feels that working for television 
is “too physically demanding” and 
uninspiring; theatre work is mostly part-
time and she doesn’t like the idea of her 
hobby becoming her job.  

hence she found the perfect solution. 
with absurd demands of creative 
juice involved and wacky colleagues, 
copywriting in an advertising agency 
became her way to go. 

“i love naming new products, especially 
the burgers,” she says with a grin. 

so what does she see herself doing after 
this job? 

“ask me in 15 years. maybe i’ll have 
finally broken into the forefront and set 
up my own advertising agency.”  

she adds cheekily, “then i’ll get to boss 
other people around!”  

my
SASSy
JAyine
She has been Zoe Tay’s 

personal assistant, 
arranged music and props 

for Phua Chu Kang The 
Musical and Cabaret 

(by Toy Factory Theatre 
Ensemble), written for 

local magazines like 
Teenage and Maxim and 
once dreamt of becoming 

Hollywood’s first Asian 
superstar. But Jayine 

Chung thinks her current 
job is her most colourful.  

By Melodie Lee
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behind popular local shows like Police 
and Thief, Sayang Sayang, Parental 
Guidance and the recent blockbuster Red 
Thread, 38-year-old tan wei-lyn lives and 
breathes the eventful role of scriptwriter 
and producer, and lets on that singapore 
has room for better writers.  

but before you triumphantly claim “aha!”, 
don’t be quick to judge as she shares 
how scriptwriters play a crucial role in 
crafting out captivating stories that keep 
television viewers glued to their seats. 

to get the ball rolling, we ask, “what’s 
the difference between what you do and 
say, writing a storybook?” Unruffled, she 
says that while storybook authors get 
complete control of their characters and 
storylines, a scriptwriter has to consider 
various production aspects as well.  

she pauses for dramatic effect and says, 
“Do the actors say their lines properly?”  

“sometimes actors are more dramatic in 
a different way and you have to take into 
consideration what the director feels. it’s 
not how lines are said but how best it 
comes across onscreen.” 

true, but does that mean that a 
scriptwriter’s job is to just sit passively in 
the background? to this suggestion, she 
quickly asserts, “a scriptwriter cannot be 
in the back. the best team is when the 
writer is very clued into what everyone else 
is doing. we’re part of the huge process.” 

yet, while she does an excellent job, we 
can’t help but ask, “Does singapore need 
more talented writers?”  

“not just singapore,” she replies. “i 
think in general the world needs better 
writers. for whatever reason in singapore 
it has been overlooked but people think 
that they can write when they can string a 
sentence together.” 

“because unlike foreign studios, we 
don’t have the budget to do explosive 
car chasing scenes or action scenes. we 
rely on clever writing to bring the viewers 
ratings in.” 

it sounds like hard work, yet wei-lyn 
remains pleasantly chatty and affable in 
person. she reveals that she draws on 
life for inspiration “because a lot of it 
is writing what you know”. the self-
confessed tv addict has written several 
well-received shows like Sayang Sayang. 
her latest piece, Polo Boys, will be 
coming out this year.  

so how did she begin her career? 

wei-lyn explains that back when Under 
One Roof had just begun airing, she was 
an aspiring lawyer. the turning point 
came when she caught the local comedy 
and was inspired by how a television 
programme could be put together. this 
compelled her to sign up for a writing 
class, which saw a scriptwriting job 
offered to her at the end of it.  

since then, wei-lyn has risen through 
the ranks to become an executive 
producer with mediaCorp. although she 
isn’t in a position to comment, it is a sore 
point for her that, while credit goes to the 
producers and director, the scriptwriters 
take the fire if there is any. She prefers 
“if it’s good, the entire team should 
take the credit, and if it’s bad, everyone 
should share the blame as well”. 

as the interview draws to a close, we 
get her to offer some advice for budding 
writers waiting for her words of wisdom. 

she pauses once more before replying, 
“it’s to keep writing and to have humility. 
To be confident and yet be humble 
with what you do, because you won’t 
know everything. if you don’t have the 
ability to be critical about your work, you 
stop growing as a writer, so it’s a tough 
one - not to react negatively when you 
get criticism but to take it and make 
something positive out of it.” 

And with a note of finality, she says, “You 
just have to keep going.” 

weAVer of nArrAtiVeS
Writer-producer Tan Wei-Lyn gives the lowdown 

behind ‘trifle’ story writing. By Daniel Ong 
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seated on an all-too-familiar viridescent 
plush wing chair at a branch of the 
world’s most famous coffee joint, sipping 
a hot latte, is one of the supercool from 
the publishing industry: adele Chan, 
editor of Catalog magazine. 

the monthly publication has not only 
been doing well with their own work, 
but has also won numerous contract 
publications for government bodies and 
shopping malls because of their unique 
editorial musings, cutting-edge designs 
and acute fashion eye. 

the exchange with adele was nothing 
short of enriching. 

“when it comes to publishing, timelines 
are always tight, and once you’re done 
with an issue, the next one comes along. 
You pretty much have to find joy in what 
you’re doing or you’ll burn out really 
quickly,” she says.
 
before her editorial position, adele was in 
marketing for a renowned cosmetics line. 
she describes the switch as “seamless” 
because “it’s all about running a successful 
business and managing projects”. 

one wonders how a pint-sized lady like 
her keeps track of the many tasks on her 
plate, and still have the stamina to churn 
out a competitive magazine every month.  
“i have documents to keep track of who 

does what. when the assignment is due, i 
conduct meetings to discuss strategy and 
direction. i feed them – a hungry team is 
an angry team,” says adele. 

she adds, “the effort and the work going 
on behind a magazine is tremendous. 
i know the stress my subordinates are 
going through, partly because i’ve been 
there and done that.” 

“i know the deadlines are tough. that’s 
why i try to make things different by 
easing on the pressure, and becoming 
their friend instead of their superior. and 
we have more fun this way.”
 
if you’re an aspiring editor, adele spills 
“the traits that are most welcome: 
meticulous, particular and sociable. 
needless to say, you need to have an 
excellent command of the english 
language as well.”   

as she sips her latte, she talks about her 
typical day at work.
  
“it’s busy. it really is. i respond to emails, 
plan editorial content, assign articles 

and projects to team members, then 
subsequently chase them for submission 
of work, edit articles, check page layout 
for text errors and design.” 

as she ponders over the interview questions, 
she shuffles her Maison Martin Margiela 
ankle boots, depicting the usual anxiety 
any managerial person would face, and of 
course, that immaculate fashion sense. 

so what is it about Catalog magazine 
that puts them at the forefront of 
singapore’s fashion scene? 

“i’ve got a brilliant team of people who 
are already in-the-know of the scene in 
singapore. they are all very receptive to 
oncoming trends from the powerhouses 
like paris, london, and of course the 
capital city that epitomises anti-fashion, 
tokyo,” says adele, brimming with pride. 

Unlike the editors of other successful 
publications, adele differentiates herself 
by being more relaxed.  

“i don’t take things too seriously. Just 
lighten up!” 

oVerSeer of the pAgeS
Behind every thriving publication lies a good editorial and design posse. So where 

does a magazine like CATALOG get its inspiration from? By Airell Ang  

PHOTO cOURTESY OF aDELE cHan
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mention the name mark lee to most 
teenagers today, and their reaction will 
most likely be a less-than-impressed 
shriek, as the image of a tall, scrawny, 
chatty man with a pockmarked face 
comes to mind. 

although the 40-year-old funny man may 
not have a fan club of the teenybopper 
variety, it has not stopped him from 
becoming singapore’s most famous self-
professed ah beng on local television. 

sitting atop a bar stool at the Drama 
Centre theatre for his interview with 
hype and dressed in a grey t-shirt with a 
slogan screaming “i got it 4 cheap” and a 
pair of light brown skinny jeans, lee looks 
out of place in the “high class” location 
of his latest stand-up comedy. 

as he licks his häagen-Dazs ice cream, 
the confident comedian explains that 
the inspiration behind mark lee rally 
2009, his debut stand-up comedy staged 
at the Drama Centre theatre from 11 
to 14 June, was to celebrate his 20th 
anniversary in showbiz.  

“variety shows, drama series, sitcoms, 
movies, music albums - i’ve done all 
those before. so on my 20th anniversary, 
i wanted to do something i had never 
done before.” 

the performance, sponsored by the 
national Council of problem gambling, 
explores issues from the perspective of “a 

mark
AND HIS

makings
By Eunice Ng  
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it’s almost impossible to get everyone to laugh at your jokes, 
and this fact proved evident for the most part at mark lee’s 
100-minute stand-up comedy performance on 14 June at the 
Drama Centre theatre. 

the “heartlander” comedian appealed more to the middle-aged 
crowd, using a mixture of english, mandarin and dialect to poke fun 
at various government policies, Ah Beng culture, and recent news 
such as the indian rojak incident. 

while the jokes told in mandarin drew laughs from the majority of 
the audience, the younger theatregoers were left scratching their 
heads when lee made wisecracks in hokkien, while members of 
the older generation sat uncomfortably when lee related detailed 
accounts of his sexual exploits with his wife in their attempts to 
have a baby. 

all in all, the veteran actor and comedian deserved applause for his 
bold attempts at milking the laughs from such a wide audience, but 
to appeal to the younger lot, he should brush up on his language 
skills and leave his moral lessons at home.

A gamble on the audience
Despite his confidence and animated delivery, Mark 
Lee’s jokes lacked mass appeal. 

hardcore singaporean Ah Beng”, covering 
topics such as “the difference between 
a singaporean Ah Beng and a gangster”, 
government policies and gambling in 
singapore. 

“gambling with our lives all the time”
it is hard to imagine the average-looking 
man carving out a career for himself in 
the superficial and fickle entertainment 
industry, much less remain a regular 
fixture on the small screen (and also, in 
recent years, on the big screen) for two 
decades running.  

speak to him and you’ll realise that lee, 
known for his crazy antics and ridiculous 
wisecracks on screen, is actually much 
more profound than he appears. he does 
not find it a joke when it concerns his 
own life, though his own foray into show 
business appears to be nothing more 
than a gamble, to say the least.

when he signed up for an acting class 
back in 1987 at Jack neo’s production 
company, J team productions, lee never 
thought that he would go on to play a 
talking rubbish bin – a role he initially 
hated – on the popular mandarin variety 
show Comedy Night, which would be his 
claim to fame. 

“if you had a choice, would you want 
to be born into a rich family or a poor 
family? we’ve got no choice, right? we 
are gambling with our lives all the time,” 
he says.  

“when i decided to follow Jack neo, 
i didn’t know if i would become 
successful, because at that time, Jack 
neo wasn’t considered successful either,” 
he reasons. 

never would he have thought that 11 
years later, he would be acting as ong, 
a main character in the groundbreaking 
movie Money No Enough in 1998, which 
remains Singapore’s highest-grossing film 
to date, alongside Jack neo and fellow 
colleague henry thia.  

sighing resignedly, he says, “if i could 
have a choice now, i wouldn’t follow Jack 
neo. working with him is very mafan 
(troublesome in mandarin). it’s stressful, 
because he’s a perfectionist. he demands 
a lot from himself.” 

“i have a limit”
mention gambling and lee gets serious, 
because that is one of the things he 
remembers of his late father who passed 
away from cancer 10 years ago. his 
father, who used to own a barbershop, 
would bet on horses that eventually cost 
him his landed property in bukit timah. 

“if not, i would be a millionaire now, you 
know. bukit timah leh, not bukit batok. 
all the rich people stay there,” lee 
laments matter-of-factly. 

and it is like this that the seriousness you 
thought you saw in this jokester suddenly 
vanishes, and he is back to his usual 
wisecracking self. 

Despite his penchant for gambling, lee 
is quick to point out that while he does 
gamble, he “(has) a limit”. 

“i bet on soccer and 4D,” he reveals. the 
secret, he says, is never to increase your 
bets, not even when you lose. 

referring to betting on english premier 
league (epl) matches, he says, “if you 

bet $100 to $200 every week for the 
whole nine months of epl, but only on 
one team, you’ll find that you win every 
season, really.” 

“you study mathematics, right? you must 
know how to calculate!”  

learning on the job
looking at mark lee now, he has come a 
long way from who he was in the past – a 
lowly educated, playful Ah Beng. The ‘O’ 
levels-holder, who admits he “went to 
mcDonald’s more than to school”, makes 
up for his lack of education by learning 
all his skills on the job. 

“whatever people are doing, i watch and 
learn. when they are editing, i learn. 
when they are composing music, i learn. 
it’s not something you can get from 
reading a book,” says lee, who wishes to 
direct his own movie in the future. 

Despite having come such a long way, 
he still feels the heat from people who 
“don’t accept (his) style”. 

recalling back in 2000 when he didn’t 
win anything at the star awards, but was 
ironically the “most busy that year”, he 
says, “i don’t know why, but at that time, 
it seemed like everybody wanted to throw 
stones at me.” 

perhaps it is the fact that people do not 
take this funny man seriously.  

allowing a little self-pity to set in, the 
non-drinker laments, “when i tell people 
i don’t drink, i get scolded. they say, 
“Chao (which means smelly in hokkien) 
Ah Beng, you tell me you don’t drink? 
Don’t lie to me!”

whAt: mark lee rally 209 (nC-16)
where: Drama Centre theatre
when: 14 June, sunday, 3pm
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fans of actor-cum-host randall tan probably just caught 
him on a father’s Day special telemovie, the angel.  but 
underneath his cheeky boy exterior and bad boy characters, 
the 36-year-old is a real family man.  

he tries as hard as he can to spend time with his close-knit 
family, and even though he has been married to actress 
melody Chen for more than a year, they are still deeply in love. 

not only are stories of their married life all over his open blog 
and frequent tweets, they are often spotted at malls looking 
happily in love.  

It comes as no surprise, then, to find out that, out of the eight 
tattoos he sports, his favourite is a large guardian angel tattoo 
made in the image of melody. he got it as a birthday present 
after getting discharged from hospital two years ago after his 
battle with the guillain-barre syndrome, which is a sickness 
that affects one’s peripheral nervous system. 

“i felt that at that time, mel was my guardian angel who was 
always looking after me,” he says.  

The disease not only left him fighting for his life but cost 
him his job for five months. In the course of all that, he had 
to relearn simple things like feeding himself, standing and 
walking again. he has since fully recovered, gotten married 
and has a different outlook on life.

a disarming smile readily spreads across his face and the 
workaholic who used to lead a life of “work, earning money, 
and getting as many jobs” has now learnt to take the time to 
enjoy his new lease of life.  

“to me, the cup is always half full now. i’m very thankful for 
what i have and i’m very contented. if i lose a job, i lose a job. 
the illness changed my outlook on life,” he says. 

he takes each day as it comes but is constantly aware that he 
can “no longer play around like an 18-year-old. there are bills 
to pay and a family to support”. in his free time, the boisterous 
fellow enjoys a variety of activities – cooking, grocery shopping, 
running, tanning – and at other times, he simply “vegetates”.  

“i’m actually very simple. life is too short to dream about the 
impossible. whatever i get, i take and i don’t ask for more.” 
but whenever he talks about his job, the slight hint of his old 
workaholic self seems to appear once again – be it the fun in 
modeling, the energy from hosting, or the passion that he feels 
for acting. 

but one thing he has to clarify is that he isn’t like most of the 
characters he plays on screen. “i’m not a playboy, i don’t sleep 
around, I don’t sell or traffic drugs.” he insists.   

“i’m really a one-woman man!” he says with mock-indignation.

Since appearing as that 
handsome boy in Channel 5’s hit 
teen series Light Years six years 
ago, Randall Tan has played 
a string of baddies onscreen, 
battled with a life-threatening 
disease and married his longtime 
friend. Josceline Foo finds out 
how the boy has grown. 

RANDALL'S
PHRASES   FOR    LIVING
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RANDALL'S

she smiles coyly into the camera, 
wearing a 20-year-old black jumpsuit 
that once belonged to her mother, a 
pair of chunky steve madden brown 
wedges and a black studded belt that 
is twisted around her waist. 

meet becks Ko, 20, a recent ngee ann 
polytechnic graduate who religiously 
posts photographs of her outfits almost 
every other day, either on fashion 
community sites or her personal blog 
(http://camerafilmroll.blogg.se).

becks is just one of the growing 
number of youths who are joining 
websites like the widely popular 
Chictopia.com and lookbook.nu. these 
websites gather looks from members 
in their communities and are starkly 
different from fashion magazines, 
where the models are waif-like and 
clothed in overpriced apparel carefully 
handpicked by professional stylists. 
 
in lookbook, one can only become a 
member of the community through an 
invitation by a current member. Upon 
acceptance, users can upload their 
daily fashion experimentations for other 
users to comment and rate. 

becks, who will be attending lasalle 
College of arts in august, says that she 
started posting her photographs late 
last year to share her experimentations 
with other fashion enthusiasts, and to 
also get feedback on her dressing.  

sndy Klare leo, 20, a student from 
nanyang polytechnic, agrees and 
claims that she started uploading 
her photographs because she loves 
dressing up and sharing her outfits with 
others to “inspire one another”.
 
too much to handle?
sndy recalls receiving mixed reviews 
when she posted her first outfit online. 
the business student says there was 
an especially memorable commenter 
who remarked that she dressed like his 
granny, to which she simply replied, “i 
would love to meet your granny”. 

Currently, she puts up her photographs 
of her outfits on her personal blog

(http://sweetarrow.blogspot.com), which 
boasts a readership of nearly 30,000 
since she first started. 

although these websites encourage 
users to offer constructive advice, 
hate mail is inevitable. melanie lim 
and leanne teo, both 20-year-old 
undergrads and co-owners of their 
personal blog (http://superbiagirls.
blogspot.com), have suffered backlash 
from their first outfit post on local 
online fashion community runway City 
(http://runwaycity.livejournal.com),
where the vivacious duo dressed up 
in sexy La Senza fishnet stockings, 
biker tights and snake print leggings, 
to which one commenter harshly 
remarked, “very nice. how much?”  

Attention Seekers
singapore polytechnic student shauna 
lee, 18, thinks that these websites 
only cater to “materialistic and 
bimbotic girls”. The confident teenager 
also states that she does not need the 
reassurance from others to prove that 
she is part of the “in crowd”. 

still, she admits to enjoy reading 
some of the websites, as “they are 
a guilty pleasure”. she recalled an 
unforgettable post by a girl on such 
a site who said that she “needed 
advice for her poor dressing, but not to 
comment on her face or figure as she 
was fat and ugly”. 

part-time waitress natalie tan, 19, 
shares the same opinion as shauna, 
saying that she would never post 
photographs of herself online, because 
she does not want “others to rip off 
[her] style”.  

Subjective not objective
sndy, leanne and melanie all agree 
that criticism on such accessible sites 
is inevitable, but they make a point to 
note that style is subjective. 

they believe that as long as they 
remain levelheaded and positive, they 
can continue taking such risks to 
experiment and upload. melanie says, 
“at the end of it, we’re just girls who 
never grew out of dress-up.”

HEADLINE: (not) Attention whores
Young people who post their outfit photographs online say they only want to “inspire 
others” and show the world “their style”. Paige Foong takes a closer look.
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 A picture is worth a thousand words, but a lomograph brings you two 
decades of history. By Daniel Ong

when retro started making rounds in the scene, it brought 
along with it a friend - lomography, which is the art of taking 
photographs with a lomo camera and also the latest craze to 
hit singapore’s photography scene, capturing the hearts of 
camera buffs and the mainstream crowd alike.  

leningrad optical-mechanical amalgamation, or lomo, is a 
manufacturer of optical products and medical equipment in 
st. petersburg, russia. in 1982, the company created the 
lomo Kompakt automat, a camera originally created as an 
espionage tool for field agents. Due to the quality of images 
produced by the camera, the company sold the technology 
to the public instead. it was their fans that began calling the 
photographs taken with the cameras ‘Lomography’. 

production of the camera would have declined and stopped 
in 1996, if not for viennese students matthias fiegl and 
wolfgang stranzinger. while holidaying in Czechoslvakia in 
1991, they picked up the camera at a junk shop and started 
taking pictures of the city. when the photographs were 
developed, what they saw forever changed their lives. 

you see, the characteristics of photographs taken by lomo 
cameras include oversaturated colours, light leaks, blurring, 
distortions and overexposed film, which were unheard of 
during their time. 

the photographs inspired fiegl and stranzinger, and upon 
disassembling the lomo (425 parts in total), they discovered 
that the cause for all those characteristics lay in the 
camera’s 32-mm single lens. its sensitive light meter kept 
the shutter open until the image was sufficiently exposed.  

their milestone discovery and fervent passion drove them to 
start the lomography society international - the world’s 

biggest lomography community to date. starting in 1992, 
lomo exhibitions have piqued the public’s interest and 
propelled its cult following. fans include ex-formula one 
driver michael schumacher and the Dalai lama. 
 
by 1996, its demand had grown so big that st. petersburg’s 
deputy mayor then, lomo-enthusiast vladimir putin (and 
russia’s prime minister) agreed to restart production. 

thereafter, lomo cameras revolutionised all photo-taking 
ideologies. arty pictures became the name of the game and 
the new golden rule was “shoot first, think later”. 

but not everyone is convinced. lomography is often 
criticised for its unreliability, amongst other reasons. 

nonetheless, fiegl and stranzinger, being the exclusive 
distributors of the camera, still rake in the money and are 
laughing their way to the bank, as lomo cameras don’t come 
cheap. the most basic lomo camera will set you back at 
least $50 and good ones can cost up to $500. on top of 
that, they are not very easy to lay your hands on and most of 
them have to be pre-ordered from specialist camera shops or 
bought online.

As Lomo aficionados are strong advocates of individualistic
creativity, many have branched out into other forms of the 
art, such as underwater lomography. some take it one step 
further and only take pictures of a certain subject, such as 
dogs or even legs (yes, legs).

so if you’re looking into lomography, stake out websites like 
the lomographic embassy of singapore, lomotion singapore, 
lomography asia, or perhaps even the lomographic society 
international itself.

LOMO-EASY
for those who don’t want the camera but still want the pictures, here’s how you can get that lomo-
feel digitally. it’s not as good as the real thing, but it’s pretty enough to show around.  all you need 
is some form of image editing software (adobe photoshop is probably the best choice).

1 Choose a picture 
to edit, preferably 
one with a distinct 
background and 
foreground.

2 Use your lasso 
tool (80-90px 
feather) to create 
a vignette. after 
creating it, inverse 
the selection.

3 Convert the 
selected area into 
a layer and adjust 
the levels to make 
the borders dim. 
merge the layers.

4 play with 
Curves to make 
the dim parts 
darker and the 
lighter parts 
brighter.

5 Create a new layer 
and fill it with black. 
Change the blending 
mode to “hue” and 
decrease the opacity to 
about 40% (it’s really 
up to you though)

6 at this stage, 
you’ll probably have 
something like this.

7 you can make 
your image more 
appealing by 
sharpening the 
image (use Unsharp 
mask, under filters)

8 the final 
proDUCt! 

this nifty photo-
editing trick is
sure to come in
handy next 
time you want 
to impress.
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let the drums roll, raise the curtains and put your hands 
together to welcome Trexi, the flagship toy of Singapore-based 
company play imaginative that is currently being sold in more 
than 30 countries.  

The cutting-edge action figure has received international acclaim 
from various artists and designers, such as italian maestro 
simone legno and british artist Jon burgerman. available 
in three different sizes - 1.5’’, 3’’ and 10” - the toy’s main 
attraction lies in the fact that its head is able to be rotated to 
show different faces and expressions. 

so how did play imaginative manage to come up with such a 
toy? in an exclusive interview with hype, business Development 
& marketing Director for play imaginative Jacky teo tells us 
more about the conceptualisation of the million-dollar idea. 

“in 2003, i was distributing two products here in singapore. so 
i approached the singapore tourism board to do a national Day 
toy for them with the two toy products that i was distributing 
here,” says Jacky.  

However, he was flatly rejected because STB wanted a locally-
made toy. when asked if he had anything made in singapore, 
the question sparked a few ideas in the man. Jacky hurriedly 
proposed his concepts to a partner freelance designer, and 
together, they channeled their creative energy into the form of a 
toy. within a month, trexi was born. 

for two to three months, the duo spent all their efforts marketing 
their then unheard of toy. Their breakthrough finally came in 
the form of “a lot of orders from overseas buyers”. Using these 
orders as evidence of the toys’ profitability, the pair convinced 
a financer to fund the setup of Play Imaginative, which became 
the sole producer and distributor of the trexi. in 2004, the deal

finally passed and Play Imaginative became the parent 
company of today’s hot-selling trexi toys.
  
The first Trexi series appeared at a toy convention organised by 
sgCollect.com for local toy enthusiasts in 2005. 

“the response was very good, which was partly because of our 
marketing efforts before launching it,” says Jacky. as if the toys 
needed any more affirmation, international designers began 
submitting their designs for the trexi. Coca Cola, singapore 
tourism board and even fashion brand flesh imp formed the 
first batch of designs.

assured by the toy’s commercial success, play imaginative 
capitalised on the growing trend and launched their second 
series only six months later.  

the trexi is estimated to have sold about one to two million 
pieces globally, with singapore forming a decent 10 percent of 
the total market share. global brands like Creative technology, 
nike and motorola have since jumped on the bandwagon. 

gek ling, a designer at play imaginative, says, “the trexi 
is great because it offers the designer a lot of room for 
customisation. this makes designing it much more fun 
and interesting, because every design can be different in so 
many ways.” 

Just recently, the company took the trexi to the next level by 
producing a thumbdrive for Canon in the form of the signature 
trexi toy design. the toy’s head can be pulled off to reveal a 
compact thumbdrive inside.  

with a wide smile on his face, Jacky adds, “we’ve had so many 
designs that we simply lost track.”  

On its way to taking the world by storm, 
the locally-made Trexi got us hooked and 
is a perfect reminder of why we love toys 
in the first place. By Lin Zicheng
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CTRL + ALT +
DEL TV

The typewriter and the television: one is ancient and the other 
is about to be. Do youths these days find themselves more 
hooked on the computer than the TV set for entertainment? 

By Wong Yeang Cherng
& Nathaniel Phua

it started as a harmless tool for speeding up the process 
by which we source for information. 

when online messaging was popularised, all our 
conversations, or most of it at least, were taken to the 
virtual world of online chatrooms and msn. then, it 
happened to our music and now, the internet has taken 
over our television viewing habits as well.  

Okay, so maybe flipping through today’s papers might 
get your hands dirty, and chatting online allows for more 
than one conversation simultaneously. but trading off the 
good ol’ times we spent on the couch with a bag of chips 
and the trusty television set for the internet? now, what 
happened there? Don’t get us wrong. young people still 

adore their beloved shows like Desperate housewives and 
survivor. everyone still watches television, just not on the 
actual set anymore. 

To find out the extent of the phenomenon, hype polled 
100 young singaporeans, of which 67 percent indicated 
that they streamed shows from the internet more than 
they watched them on the television. the remaining 33 
percent of them preferred the television because of its 
better sound and picture quality.  

brian heng, 19, a san Joaquin Delta College graduate 
says, “i don’t really need to watch television as i can 
just stream the shows online for free. no need to pay for 
cable, pay-per-view or anything like that.” 

ILLUSTRaTIOn BY cHEOnG JIaHUI
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to many, the internet is like a reservoir of entertainment 
where users can fish for their favourite TV shows. 
according to the editor of singapore press holdings razor 
tv Jonathan ng, the internet has completely refashioned 
the video viewing habits of youths.

“it’s the nature of the web to supply information on 
demand and with the slew of video content on the web, 
it’s the obvious place to go,” he says. 

for many like national technological University student 
Jamie phua, 20, the internet gives them more authority 
to dictate their viewing habits, unlike the television where 
the television company schedules the programmes.  

he says, “with such an irregular school timetable, i tend 
to miss out on the shows that i want to watch. streaming 
it from the internet actually means that i’ll be able to 
watch it whenever i want to.” 

CONTROL TV

“research has shown that most young people are unaware 
that file-sharing is illegal and that it’s stealing,” says Mr 
boey, a lecturer at ngee ann polytechnic’s school of film 
& media studies. 

evidently, the ambiguity and accessibility of the internet 
makes it an excellent avenue for downloading television 
shows for one’s viewing pleasure. according to bbC news, 
a typical episode of tv show 24 “was downloaded by 
about 100,000 people globally”. Just imagine how many 
criminal offences were made for the entire season!

 the consequences do not stop there. 

since viewers no longer watch their favourite shows on 
television sets, revenue from television viewership is 
stemmed and broadcasters no longer have the budget to 
produce higher quality shows.   

“Illegal file-sharing and downloads will erode the quality 
of the programmes and movies… and if broadcasters are 
cut out of the equation, the revenue stream stops and so 
will good quality programming eventually,” says Jonathan. 

ALTERNATE TV

which brings us to the next inevitable question: Does this 
spell the death of the television set? 

Darren ho, 27, director of mgX Communications, says, 
“yes, there is the possibility of [television services] one 
day becoming passé. but, of course, as for all major 
monopoly businesses, they will find a way to integrate and 
work with [the internet] rather than against it.” 

this particular trend is not unique to singapore. a recent 
survey of young americans by the international business 
machines Corporation showed that 60 percent preferred 
to stream shows on the internet, which corresponds to the 
survey conducted by hype in singapore.  

as an effort to integrate television with the internet, 
american media companies like nbC Universal and fox 
entertainment group have already begun working with 
internet providers to set up an internet-based video site, 

hulu, which provides free videos from various american 
networks and studios.

perhaps the resulting model could be like popular online 
music store itunes, where people can download music 
legally and music publishers still earn the money.  

Until that happens, all evidence seems to indicate that 
trading the big rigid screen for the flexibility of the dot 
com is the only natural thing to do. 

nonetheless, an entire world that revolves around the 
internet does not seem logistically and commercially 
viable at this point of time.  

“i think it isn’t possible right now because there’s a 
generation gap. our older generation never believed in 
going into the internet. but once this generation moves 
on, it’s going to be different,” concludes Darren.

DELETE TV
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“that’s one small step for man, one giant leap for mankind” is 
a revolutionary phrase that has left generations in awe of the 
advancement of technology. However, if the first landing on the 
moon happened today, that phrase would probably appear on 
twitter faster than anyone can say neil armstrong.

Indeed, the world has changed since man first landed on the 
moon. the invention of the internet and social networking sites 
has altered our methods of communication.

from the traditional snail mail, for which people could write 
endlessly, the new methods of communication require senders 
to be more succinct. our initial “limit” of 160-characters in text 
messaging and facebook status updates has since downsized to 
a mere 140-characters with the introduction of twitter.

it is no doubt then, that twitter and facebook status updates 
are the new means to keep up with your friends. the increasing 
pace of life on this sunny island has demanded instantaneous 
responses from our peers.

this phenomenon has since given rise to a new way to social 
network known as multi-platform social networking systems.

Randy Yeo, 28, says, “I don’t really tweet often but I find it 
helpful that i can check on all my updates within a single page 
without having to toggle through multiple windows.”

the more complex ones, like orsiso, which stands for organise, 
simplify and socialise, play host to a larger variety of social 
networking sites. orsiso, for one, allows a user to manage eight 
different social networking sites from facebook to friendster, 
even msn messenger.

With its simple platform that can be easily modified to suit 
your preferences, orsiso is one of the best platforms to 
accommodate all your social networking needs.

the only bad thing about it lies in its unstable system. there 
are still occasional programme hiccups like an unusual need to 
keep re-authorising your accounts and delayed status updates. 
That said, OrSiSo still does a pretty decent job in fulfilling your 
social networking needs.

however, if you’re a minimalist who only bounces between 
facebook and twitter, then tweetDeck may be your cup of tea.

well-organised and labelled columns build the framework for 
this entire program. twitter and facebook updates can be easily 
seen with an additional bar that can either appear above or 
beneath the columns.

moreover, merely the option to update both your facebook and 
twitter status is a click of the mouse. you just have to make 
sure to designate the site that the update is meant for. but 
don’t expect anything more than status updates though, since 
the simple programme does not allow user to chat or upload 
photographs to the sites.

when it comes to technology and gadgets like these, users 
are often spoilt for choice. the deciding factor is your 
preference, because really, there is no good or bad, just what 
suits you more.

Derrick lim, 21, agrees, “i think having multiple systems in 
a single window just makes life easier but it takes some time 
getting used to and finding the right one to suit your needs.”

the invention of multi-platform social networking systems has 
increased our ability to multi-task. it is no doubt that people will 
increasingly want to be able to do more at a faster rate in the 
simplest way. who knows, one day, we may just start twitting 
with just our brain waves.

Until then, i guess this will do.

For users of Facebook, Twitter, Friendster and even Flickr, 
there is new cause for celebration as hype shows you 
the new generation of social networking tools that promise 
to make your busy virtual life a breeze. 

By Isaac Tan

MSN:
multiple
social
networking
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Dancing their way
Follow Lee Dion as he catches up with dance maestros Melvin and 
Sharon to find out about their quest for a place of their own.   

what do you do when you’ve reached the top of your game and 
it isn’t much of a kick anymore? why, you start all over from the 
basics, of course.  

for the undefeated champions of the Dancesport arena, the 
learning never stops. melvin and sharon, both in their early 
30s, have been dancing competitively for about 10 years and 
come august, they will be celebrating the anniversary of their 
partnership with the birth of their dance academy at the Chinese 
swimming Club.

Plans were first announced when they participated in the dance 
reality show The Dance Floor in 2007. their goal was to win 
the competition and open a dance studio with the grand prize 
money of $50,000. 

Even though that plan fell through, their dream has finally 
materialised two years after. “it’s always our dream to have a 
place of our own, a place where we can share our passion and 
build up a pool of talent,” shares melvin, who adds that “there 
is certainly potential in singapore for more dance talent”. 

Sharon reveals that their dream was first conceived “within two 
to three years of coming together as dance partners”. she adds 
that their journey thus far “has been a rather steep learning 
curve but we’ve managed well”. her answer shows the pair’s 
shared spirit of perseverance.  

apart from the opening of their dance studio, the pair is kept 
busy with their coaching duties at schools like ngee ann 
polytechnic (np) and hwa Chong institute.  

their engagement with students has also provided them with 
an opportunity to groom and introduce fresh blood to the sport, 
traditionally taken up by mature couples only. the pride of melvin 
and sharon must surely lie in Daryl, 22, currently serving in the 
army, and pamela, 21, who is currently pursuing her degree. 

both are graduates of np and did not have a background in 
dancing previously. it was only upon joining np’s Dancesport 
club as freshmen did their journey really begin.  

“i’ve always wanted to dance since young but my parents were 
against the idea. i still went ahead to put my name down at the 
Dancesport booth,” recounts Pamela. On the flipside, Daryl adds 
that it was his childhood dream “to be dancing in tailcoats”. 

obstacles aside, Daryl and pamela stuck to their passion – 
spending time, effort and money for a sport that they love and 
eventually became competent in.  

“you could say that we started as amateurs in np and left as 
professionals,” says Daryl.  

as a sign of their success, Daryl and pamela will also serve 
alongside melvin and sharon as dance instructors at the new 
dance academy for students between ages 16 and 25. 

“having trained under sharon and myself for three years 
and won several regionals, i have absolute faith in Daryl and 
pamela,” says melvin. 

having come one step closer to their dream of a school where 
they can nurture aspiring dancers, is there anything that melvin 
and sharon would have done differently? 

“yes, on hindsight, the prize money would have just been a 
bonus. we (already) had the resources then and we should have 
just opened the academy earlier,” says sharon.  

oPeninG sPeCiAL!  flash this page at melvin and 
Sharon’s dance academy to enjoy one-for-one 
introductory classes. 

Also, get other freebies such as discounts for 
shoes, merchandise and practice nights!

email tda@thedancesportacademy.com to find 
out more. promotion is valid from 11 August to 31 
December 2009.
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welcome to the new world where vampires 
are swoon-worthy and to-die-for, where 
pretty tinseltown stars like robert pattinson 
and Kristen stewart rule the kingdom of 
screaming, rabid pubescent fans. 

since its movie release in December last 
year, the twilight syndrome has plagued the 
world faster than the h1n1 virus, not even 
sparing the typically conservative singapore. 

if you are unfamiliar with names like bella 
swan or forks, here is a quick low-down: 
17-year-old bella swan moves to a small 
town called forks in washington where she 
meets and falls in love with a century-old 
vampire, edward Cullen. their love story 
develops throughout the twilight series, 
where werewolves and vampires, both good 
and bad, live among the human race. 

the Us$53-million (s$76.4 million) movie 
adaptation stars Kristen stewart and robert 
pattinson. there was initial uproar over 
the casting of robert pattinson as edward 
Cullen for fear that he would not be able 
to live up to the ethereal protagonist who 
is described in the books as having “a face 
any male model in the world would trade his 
soul for”.

nasyita mashuni, 19, a nurse, recalls the 
first time she saw that “funny-looking man 
on the website”, she was unsure “whether 
he could [personify] edward”.

however, since watching his portrayal of 
edward, she agrees that he is  perfect 
for the character, and set up singapore’s 
first and largest Twilight fan site, Twilight 
singapore (www.twilightsingapore.com).

ladies of twilight Singapore
nasyita runs the website together 
with four other girls aged 15 to 35, 
and it recently celebrated its first 
anniversary at east Coast park. the 
group claims that they love the series 
for its “storyline” - especially the 
romantic gestures of edward towards 
his one true love bella despite his 
inherent bloodthirsty nature.

having read all four books repeatedly, 
the girls are able to quote lines and 
scenes off their top of the head. in one 
instance, when nasyita was quoting her 
favorite line from the books, another 
member quickly interrupted to finish 
the quote for her, causing the others 
to erupt into giggles. the girls assert 
that they cannot compare the dreamy 
edward Cullen to any man, since he is 
nothing more than a fictional vampire. 

Despite this, nan hua high school 
student eisabess Chee, 15, admits 
that after watching the movie, she was 
so infatuated with edward that she 
“wanted to kill bella” so she could 
have edward for herself. she claims 
she no longer feels the same way.

presents
raving mad or really misunderstood

twilight
By Paige Foong
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number one fan
if twilight had an entire awards ceremony to itself, 
st hilda secondary school student nurul amirah, 
16, would strut down the red carpet as the hot 
favourite to win the title of number one fan. she 
claims to have watched the movie “practically every 
day” since it first hit the theatres, with the last 
count to be about 110 times. 

enter her room and you’ll see battered copies of 
the twilight series lying around beside scattered 
photographs of the latest scenes from the 
upcoming sequel, new moon. she wears bracelets 
identical to the ones bella has in the movie and her 
mobile ringtone is from the movie soundtrack.

she concedes to spending at least $300 on 
twilight memorabilia, and still scours ebay for more 
items she can buy.

VAMPIRIC   BITES
1. 2 June 2003 – the date when stephanie meyer dreamt of the story that 
grew into twilight.

2. For the role, Robert flew from England to audition at director Catherine 
Hardwicke’s house. It was his first time meeting Kristen Stewart and they 
had to practice a kissing scene on hardwicke’s own bed. it was that scene 
and chemistry between the two stars that landed robert the coveted role.
 
3. in the movie, a scene at the cafeteria salad bar shows bella dropping an 
apple that edward promptly picks up and cradles in his hands, mimicking 
the cover of the twilight novel. Catherine hardwicke said it took them 13 
takes to get it right.
 
4. Did you notice that when bella and edward were lying in the meadow 
scene, the sunlight coming through the trees made a heart between them?
 
5. in the movie, when Carlisle bit edward, he whispered into his ear 
something that the audience could not hear. The first time it was “I’m sorry”, 
followed by “My son”. During the fifth take, Carlisle said, “You’re sexy”.

haters to the left
of course, there remains a good number of 
twilight sceptics, like ngee ann polytechnic 
student illias mohammad iqbal, 19, who thinks 
of edward Cullen and bella swan as nothing 
more than overrated girlish fantasies.  

when asked about their bad reputation, local 
twilight-ers say that they are nothing compared 
to their extreme western counterparts, who are 
known to manhandle and stalk robert pattinson. 

nasyita thinks that the few bad apples give 
other twilight-ers a bad name, and is the reason 
twilight singapore receives so many spiteful 
comments from haters.

one anonymous netizen commented on the 
website that the series “is an insult to literature”. 
another criticised edward for being “an abusive, 
controlling, demanding boyfriend and a 108-year-
old stalker – and a paedophiliac rapist to boot”.

while the girls from twilight singapore try their 
best to ignore such derogatory comments, they 
feel that people should not judge twilight fans 
based on a few overzealous ones.

nonetheless, 19-year-old aishah al-rashid 
from twilight singapore says her support for the 
franchise grows when she defends it, because 
it reminds her of why she fell in love with the 
series in the first place. 

haters aside, the girls of twilight singapore are 
looking forward to their upcoming event, new 
moon fiesta, where fans can gather to celebrate 
the movie adaptation of new moon, which is 
slated for a november 2009 theatrical release. 

check out http://www.newmoonmovie.org

twilight
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R E G U L A R S

From 
Print 

TO
Screen

Film adaptations of 
best-selling books 
are a common sight in 
Hollywood today. 
hype brings you four 
books that will make 
their way to the big 
screen in the months 
to come. Grab them 
before they fly off 
the shelves!

henry Detamble is an average librarian who lives 
in Chicago, save for one thing: Due to a genetic 
disorder, he gets swept off to another chapter of 
his life at fate’s whim every once in a while.

translation: he is an unintentional time traveller. 

told through the viewpoint of his faithful wife 
Clare abshire, readers are pulled into a heart-
breaking tale of two lovers whose romance is put 
through the fire by the whimsical, and sometimes 
cruel, manipulation of time.  

the book is a compelling page-turner. emotions 
run high and audrey niffenegger has a way with 
narratives that sucks you into the very essence 
of henry and Clare, whose emotional depth is 
revealed through their thoughts and choices.  

finally, after a two-year delay, fans will be treated 
to a silver screen adaptation starring eric bana 
(Troy, Star Trek) as henry and rachel mcadams 
(Mean Girls, The Notebook) as Clare, and directed 
by robert schwentke (Tattoo, Flightplan). 

Judging from the trailer that was released early 
June 2009, expect a melodramatic picture, 
which entertainment weekly describes as “The 
Notebook crossed with Benjamin Button”. 

As with all film adaptations, the hardest to please 
are the loyal fans of the novel, and already there 
have been many gripes about how much of the 
book has been and should be left out.  

however, mcadams has since put the fears 
regarding the movie to rest. 

“(robert schwentke) really explored the 
relationship and how you carry on with the love 
of your life when you have this imposition,” she 
said in an interview with Collider.com. 

perhaps the biggest shocker is the omission 
of henry’s old girlfriend ingrid, who many fans 
deemed important in henry’s life and his outlook 
on love. according to rachel, in the same 
interview, the film is a lot more focused on the 
romantic tussle between henry and Clare. 

aside from that, the movie looks set to garner its 
own group of fans – hardcore romantics.  

THROUGH
THE

EYES
OF    TIME

By Josceline Foo
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in just two minutes of the trailer, Clare and henry run into 
each other’s arms twice and make out at least three times 
that. still, the movie tackles the same themes of love and 
faithfulness as the book, all set in picturesque Chicago.

so who knows what the future holds? henry probably does, 
but for us mere mortals, we will just have to wait in 
anticipation to find out what happens to Henry and Clare.  

or perhaps just read the book. 

The movie will be released in all major theatres in Singapore on 17 
September 2009

what if you had to turn a 10-sentence children’s book into a 
full-length feature film? 

seems like an impossible job only meant for overachievers 
and the brilliantly creative, doesn’t it? 

that brilliant and creative overachiever arrives in the form 
of spike Jonze, whose directorial credits include Being 
John Malkovich and Adaptation. Known for his unorthodox 
interpretations and perspectives, Jonze has managed to 
magically transform the widely-popular children’s book, 
Where The Wild Things Are, into a feature film. 

Costume designer Casey storm says that Jonze “has a great 
imagination and a strong link to kids’ creativity”, and the 
book’s author maurice sendak was only felt comfortable 
handling the project to him.

sendak wrote the original story way back in 1963 as a 
picture book starring max, a mischievous boy who is sent to 
bed without supper after he misbehaves yet again. angered 
by his punishment, max deals with his emotions by 
imagining another world where he rules as king among 
monsters he calls wild things. 

the massively successful children book paints a riveting 
and unusual story and won the “most Distinguished picture  
Book of the Year” in 1964. The film adaptation has not fared 
too badly either; firstshowing.net predicts that the movie “is 
bound to win a most creative or most unique award”. 

the movie features a slightly unknown cast, save for mark 
ruffalo (Eternal Sunshine of the Spotless Mind) who plays 
max’s mother’s love interest and voiceovers by forrest 
whittaker (The Last King of Scotland) and Catherine o’hara 
(Home Alone). 

The one thing to look out for in the film is the depiction of 
the wild things. storm explains that the monsters in the 
film were “foam walkabout costumes with people inside of 
them”. the movie combines suitmation with animatronics 
(use of electronics and robotics in mechanised puppets) and 
computer-generated imagery to create monsters that look 
somewhat out-of-this-world and yet oddly realistic. 

filming began in 2005, but studio executives deemed the 
final cut by Jonze too dark. Their creative differences almost 
caused an entire reshoot, which led to a postponement of 
the film to 2009; the film was originally slated for an 
october 2008 release. total production and marketing costs 
have soared past Us$100 million since then. 

still, it seems like the extra time and money has paid off. 
Judging from the short but telling official trailer, the stunning 
and wildly magical movie is all geared up for an experience 
of a lifetime. the movie is perfectly summed up in the 
trailer’s own words: “inside all of us is hope. inside of us is 
fear. inside of us is adventure. inside of us is a wild thing.” 

Despite its seemingly childish exterior, Where The Wild 
Things Are is possibly one of the best efforts to combine 
elements of dynamic puppetry manipulation, outstanding 
voiceovers and a stirring plot, making it a truly beloved 
piece for every generation and those to come. 

Where The Wild Things Are will make its silver screen debut on 26 
November 2009

WILD    THINGS     IN     ALL    OF     US
By Tanya Lai
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if you wake up to a world devoid of life and stained grey 
from hopelessness and death, would you rather die or carry 
on with life? 

brace yourself to ponder over this question when you watch 
the film adaptation of Pulitzer prize-winning novel The 
Road. written by Cormac mcCarthy (No Country for Old 
Men), The Road is about the lives of a man and his son who 
wake up to a post-apocalypse america.  

the ominous tale is told through the eyes of two survivors 
– the man and his son, the boy – after a global disaster 
reduces the world to nothing more than pathetic ruins. 
what unfolds is an epic story of a journey across charred 
landscapes to a perceived “salvation” in the south. along 
the way, the pair meet with numerous obstacles such as the 
threat of cannibals and surviving the harsh wasteland that 
the world has become.   

set to hit the screens this year, The Road captures the 
essence of the human spirit and the ultimate fight for 
survival in a seemingly hopeless and bleak world.

taking the role of the man is viggo mortensen, who played 
a similar role as the noble, grimy-faced aragorn in the wildly 
popular Lord of the Rings trilogy, though in vastly different 
settings. accompanying him is australian actor and winner 
of the afi young best actor award 2007 Kodi smit-mcphee 
for his role in Romulus, My Father. 

with the critically acclaimed and delicate nature of the 
story, the director of the silver screen adaptation is set up 
for a gruelling task. However, a sneak peek from the official 
trailer of what the director John hillcoat (The Proposition) 
has done seems to point to a classic film in the making. 

esquire magazine has called it “a brilliantly directed adap-
tation of a beloved novel”, even going as far as to name it 
“the most important movie of the year”. 

fans of feel-good movies will not be too pleased to know 
that Hillcoat has promised that the film will stay “faithful 
to the spirit of the book”, which means that one can expect 
horrific, grim and revolting images of the half-dead, kept 
imprisoned in ghastly conditions and only winding up eaten 
by cannibals, as portrayed in the book. 

fans of the book will delight in the emotional depth and 
compelling storyline that the film promises to bring. And 
you are kept at the edge of your seat rooting for father and 
son to make it through the daunting trials and tribulations.  

but for those who know better, The Road is deeper than the 
average violent/horror flick. The movie is, in its own right, a 
tear-jerking, heart-wrenching and heart-warming narrative of 
a father’s unconditional love and the unwavering desire to 
survive in a bleak world that encapsulates death itself. 

The Road is slated for a worldwide theatrical release on 16 October 2009

COLOUR    MY    WORLD    GREY By Wong Yeang Cherng
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if you thought that stephanie meyer’s Twilight series is all about 
a steamy fairytale romance between a perfect vampire and a 
regular teenage human girl, New Moon will definitely make you 
think twice.  

Compared to its fluffy romantic prequel, New Moon is driven by 
the internal turmoil and paranoia that faces bella when edward 
leaves her abruptly after the fact that edward and his family are 
endangering bella.

shortly after, bella sinks into a brooding depression for most 
parts of the book, where she befriends a werewolf Jacob. 
the complicated relationship results in a messy love triangle 
between edward, bella and Jacob.  

Instead of Catherine Hardwicke, the film adaptation of New 
moon will be directed by Chris weitz (The Golden Compass) 
due to “time restrictions”. Fans of the first movie will be thrilled 
to know that both Kristen stewart and robert pattinson reprise 
their roles as bella and edward. 

also, taylor lautner rejoins the cast as the werewolf Jacob 
black, after much confusion when his name was not listed 
in the initial official cast list. Due to Taylor’s underdeveloped 
frame, he was deemed unable to physically portray the 
transformation of Jacob to a werewolf. that has changed since 
taylor began working out and putting on the pounds.  

another member of the cast to look out for is Dakota fanning, 
who is the latest addition to the vampire brood as she plays 
the vulturi guard Jane with the ability to torture people with 
illusions of pain. 

so with stellar additions made to the original cast, what can 
fans expect in this sequel to the phenomenal Twilight film, 
which grossed almost Us$400 million worldwide since its 
release in 2008?   

there will be action from both werewolves and vampires. Chris 
Weitz has promised in an official press release to protect 
the characters, themes and story that captivated fans in the 
first place. But it remains to be seen if New Moon will bring 
something more to the game, or just be another one of those 
sequels that are in it for the fans’ money.  

fans were quick to point out one tiny problem though: how 
would Edward be portrayed in the upcoming film, since he 
plays a minor role in the book, appearing only to bella in short 
dream sequences? in a nod to robert pattinson’s star power, 
the director has responded to this by extending those dream 
sequences to give him more screen time.

still, you have to admit that with such attractive leads, a big 
budget and a commercially viable storyline, New Moon is pretty 
much guaranteed a top spot at the box office. So while you wait 
for the arrival of one of the most anticipated movies of the year, 
be sure to get your daily vampire fix by reading or rereading the 
books that started it all.

 

New Moon will hit the silver screens on 20 December 2009 

SCREENING
THE     MOON

By Lin Zicheng
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yes, fans of sherlock holmes will probably roll their eyes out at this headline.

for those not yet in the know, “elementary, my dear watson” was never a 
phrase coined by sherlock holmes author sir arthur Conan Doyle, as any 
faithful fan would tell you, and perhaps maybe more.

no one can completely comprehend the superstar fandom, and with the 
beloved detective scoring countless devotees worldwide, it wasn’t long before 
hype caught on. Consider for a moment the passion and dedication displayed 
by fans in the December of 1893, when the detective was killed off in “the 
adventure of the final problem”; copious springs of pressure from undeniably 
upset fans arouse and eventually drove Conan Doyle to resurrect the hero.

And with such fervent followers, hype investigates the upcoming film 
adaptation and interogates two die-hard fans of the mega popular detective.

By Daniel Ong, Nicholas Lee & Anand S/O Sasangan

38  H Y P E
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with the numerous adaptations of the world’s famous 
detective, there is no definitive version of Sherlock Holmes 
that everyone can agree on. this Christmas, sir arthur 
Conan Doyle’s mastermind creation is set for yet another big 
screen reinvention.

Sherlock Holmes, directed by guy ritchie, will star robert 
Downey Jr. as the titular character. Jude law (The Talented 
Mr Ripley, Cold Mountain), who incidentally had a minor 
role in the sherlock holmes television series in 1991, will 
play holmes’ partner and ally, Dr watson.

there is little dissent among fans about the casting of Jude 
law as watson, since they are both english. Unfortunately, 
that cannot be said about american actor robert Downey Jr. 
as holmes, who recently starred in Iron Man (2008).

however, Downey has been well received by british 
audiences previously, having won a bafta award for his role 
of Charlie Chaplin in Chaplin (1992).
 
Die-hard sherlock holmes fans may be disappointed that 
this particular adaptation is not based on any of Doyle’s 
works. instead, the plot is based on a yet-to-be published 
graphic novel by Lionel Wigram. According to the film’s 
official website, the upcoming movie is a “dynamic new 
portrayal” that will see holmes “battle as never before to 
bring down a new nemesis and unravel a deadly plot that 
could destroy the country”.

not much is known about the actual plot itself, but through 
some deductive reasoning, as holmes would put it, and 
from bits of the official trailer, it is safe to conclude that the 
mystery nemesis is a certain lord blackwood who will be 
played by mark strong (Fever Pitch, Oliver Twist).

while blackwood may be a new character in the movie, 
there will be some familiarity in the form of irene adler 
(played by rachel mcadams), who holmes has referred to 
as “the woman” in the novels. 

with the adored sherlock holmes brought to screen yet 
again, one cannot help but wonder how this version will be 
approached. 

Director guy ritchie shed some light on the issue, saying 
that the film will reveal Holmes’ “fighting skills”. Ritchie 
adds that he will also be showing off holmes’ “skills as a 
boxer and a sword-fighter”.

in an interview with entertainment tonight, Downey also offers 
some insights. he says, “i think the reinvention is actually a 
return to the idiosyncrasies that arthur Conan Doyle had in his 
books that people hadn’t paid much attention to.”

Judging by from the positive buzz and fresh direction of the 
film, one can expect an action-packed adventure picture. 
But in true Holmes fashion, the only way to find out about 
the standard of the film will be “when you have eliminated 
the impossible, and whatever remains, however improbable, 
must be the truth”.

H Y P E  39

A Guy’s Vision of
Sherlock Holmes
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                                       when friends of low hong wei, 19,    
                                       mentioned that the Chemical and   
                                       bimolecular engineering student from ngee  
                                       ann polytechnic behaves like sherlock 
                                       holmes, they set us hot on his trail. what  
                                       would interest us more than a modern day   
                                      sherlock holmes?

                                      what is it with you and Sherlock holmes?
                                      i like holmes because he’s inspiring. he 
                                      doesn’t just use intuition; he actually finds a  
                                      reason for everything and uses minor details 
                                      to understand how something happens.

intellect, observational skills, inference reasoning, which would 
you say is most ‘Sherlocky’ about you?
observational… i would say a combination of all actually! (laughs) i 
was born to behave in such a way… maybe it’s the personality, i’m 
more curious and inquisitive by nature.

let’s test it with a riddle, “two mothers and two daughters go 
shopping. they have $21, which they split equally between them. 
(At this point, he answered before I could even finish) How can this 
be possible?
seven… i heard of it before and i remember it. i always remember 
these small little details. my friends often always ask me why i 
remember things from like six months ago.

Awesome! try this then, “A black dog was in the center of the road 
in a town where everything was completely black in colour. the 
dog was in the path of a driver traveling at full speed. Somehow 

                                      another huge fan of the detective, odelia   
                                      Koh, 19, is interested in all things british. 
                                      her venture into the world of sherlock 
                                      holmes came as a fortunate discovery. at 10, 
                                      “good fortune” came upon her as she was 
                                      finishing a series of Hardy Boys at the 
                                      library and happened to notice this “beautiful 
                                      set of black hardcover books just above the 
                                      hardy boys books,” which she describes now 
                                      as “appropriate” for a ‘Sherlocky’ feel.

                                         what is your favorite title out of the
                                         Sherlock series and why? 
i think it is the adventure of the Dancing men, because the dancing 
men makes the story so much more sinister, and also, i think there’s 
something fascinating about codes.

i understand you have a collection of Sherlock holmes works. 
what does this (self bought) collection include?
my books include sherlock holmes: the Complete novels and stories 
(bantam Classic) volume i and ii, return of sherlock holmes and 
adventures of sherlock holmes (wordsworth Classics), the new 
adventures of sherlock holmes, the letter of mary and the Complete 
sherlock holmes (geddes & grossett).

as for my DvDs, i have the adventures of sherlock holmes, the eligible 
bachelor, the return of sherlock holmes, the master blackmailer, 
the sign of four, the last vampire, the Casebook of sherlock holmes, 

the driver was able to stop in time avoiding an 
accident, how is this possible?”
broad daylight.

excellent. is there a particular character 
that you always remember?
lestrade. he always looks down on and 
underestimates sherlock holmes, but holmes 
doesn’t really care about what others think of him.

Does that somehow parallel your life? 
yeah obviously, people like lestrade are 
everywhere. Just like holmes, you do not need 
to care about them and focus on the ones 
who are really important. after all, the 
superintendent is not going to affect him 
and he’s just an extra character.

the hound of the baskervilles and the 
memoirs of sherlock holmes, all starring 
Jeremy brett. i also have terror by night, 
which stars basil rathbone. 

okay, so if you had to choose, will it be 
book or movie?
i would watch Jeremy brett’s screen 
version, as i believe that gives me a more 
complete experience. when watching, 
emotions that you get from books are 
translated into images that complement 
and enhance them. but i believe that 
this preference is a natural progression 
from reading the stories. if you are new to 
Sherlock Holmes, you should read first to 
feel for yourself who he is.

lastly, if Sherlock holmes was real and 
alive today…
i would like to hear his opinion on the 
ordinary everyday person. people behave in 
strange ways and it would be interesting to 
gain fresh insights into human behavior and 
everyday things that we often overlook. of 
course it would be interesting for sherlock 
holmes to solve real crime cases that have 
baffled law enforcement officers for years. 
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Unbeknownst to most, the character of sherlock holmes was 
first birthed in 1887, where his first adventure was titled ‘A 
study in scarlet’. 

the canon of sherlock holmes, which includes three other 
novels and 56 other short stories, was written sir arthur Conan 
Doyle. the three other novels (in order of date published) 
include, ‘The Sign of Four’, ‘The Hound of the Baskervilles’ and 
‘The Valley of Fear’.

after about a hundred years later in 1999, thousands of 
fans (dubbed as sherlockians) took part in a global survey to 
select the best Sherlock Holmes stories. ‘The Hound of the 
baskervilles’ was the obvious fan choice, scoring a perfect rating 
on the survey. 

renowned writer and literary critic wyatt James, or better 
known by his alias grobius shortling, described the story as 
“the sherlock holmes masterpiece. it’s a classic like robinson 
Crusoe and Gulliver’s Travels.” The survey also saw ‘The Sigh 
of Four’ take second place, while ‘A Study in Scarlet’ and ‘The 
valley of fear” took the bottom two spots.

as with all other classic novels, holmes was soon brought to 
life on various other platforms. a book published in 1995 titled 
‘The Universal Sherlock Holmes’ by Ronald B. DeWaal lists over 
25,000 holmes-related productions and products.

But Holmes’ signature cape, hat and pipe first appeared in a 
1899 play by william gillette, who wrote, directed and starred 
in the title play. the look has since been synonymous with 
every production that stars Holmes, even the first big screen 
adaptation in 1990.

numerous actors have played holmes, but the one actor that 
has resonated with movie audiences has to be basil rathbone, 
having appeared in over 15 films and 219 radio performances.

perhaps the closest in terms of an accurate portrayal of 
holmes is television actor Jeremy brett, who starred as the title 
character in the ‘The Adventure of Sherlock Holmes’ television 
series from 1984 to 1994. while most critics have lauded 
brett’s and rathbone’s performances, fans of the series are 
evidently torn between the two. 

in an online discussion board on holmes, an anonymous fan 
declares, “Jeremy brett was a genius but basil rathbone was 
also pretty good,” while another fan, Dani morell, asserts, 
“Jeremy brett, of course!”

With a growing fanbase that has been around since the first 
novel in the 1800s, it is no wonder that the upcoming silver 
screen adaptation of sherlock holmes, directed by guy ritchie, 
has fans and critics keeping a close watch on robert Downey Jr. 
and Jude law’s performance of their beloved sherlock holmes 
and Dr watson respectively.  

and why you may ask?

why, it’s elementary my dear watson.

Basil Rathbone (left) as Sherlock 
Holmes and Nigel Bruce (right) as 
Dr Watson. The duo stared in 14 
Sherlock Holmes movies in the 
early 1940’s.

Basil Rathbone as Sherlock Holmes, 
fits the role perfectly as a tall, lean 
man with sharp eyes and a sharp 
nose and a strong chin.

Jeremy Brett (left) as Sherlock 
Holmes and Edward Hardwicke 
(right) as Dr Watson. The duo 
starred in The Adventures of 
Sherlock Holmes, a series of 
television films made that ran 
between 1984 and 1994.

Jeremy Brett, though not as lean 
as Basil Rathbone, is still very tall 
and possess all the other features 
of Sherlock Holmes. Edward 
Hardwicke plays Watson, and fits 
his description as a middle-sized, 
strongly built man with a square jaw 
a thick neck and moustache.

HALLOf
HOLMES
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CURSE   WITH   CLASS
By Rachael Nonis 

it’s unlikely that any of us would sit back to think about the gazillion words and phrases we use on a daily basis, so what more 
the overrated profanities that hang so precariously from our lips? pull up your socks and learn a thing or two from english poet 
and playwright william shakespeare when it comes to controlling our temper. this quick guide will teach you to behave like 
royalty when someone gets on your nerves and, slowly but surely, you’ll master the lovely mix of swear and style.

“what the dickens” - the Merry Wives of Windsor
Used in replacement of “what the devil” or the infamous 
four-letter swear sword, shakespeare describes the 
annoyance of forgetting someone’s name. Despite another 
famous author with the surname Dickens appearing years 
later, i’m pretty sure shakespeare wrote this curse without 
any pun intended. so the next time you forget anything at 
all, you should be wondering what the dickens it was. 

“A sorry sight”- Macbeth  
shakespeare laments macbeth’s murderous hands as a 
pathetic sight, rotten to the eyes and miserable – just like 
your friend’s hideous outfit. Only you don’t want to be mean 
and tell her it looks retarded. instead, bring her to a mirror 
and say, “oh darling, you are such a sorry sight...”. but 
do try to make it up to her by bringing her for an awesome 
shopping spree afterward.

“A blinking idiot”- the Merchant of Venice  
in order to get portia’s hand in marriage, the prince of 
Arragon has to find a basket with a portrait of her in it. 
Instead, he finds a portrait of a stranger, and in his anger 
and frustration, calls it a portrait of a blinking idiot. surely he 
couldn’t have meant that the portrait was blinking, but it sure 
makes for the nicest adjective to compliment the word idiot.

“A plague on both your houses”- romeo and Juliet
Used to curse the feuding montague (romeo) and Capulet 
(Juliet) families, this curse translates to something like 
“damn them in any way possible”. so next time you’re stuck 
in the middle of a love triangle where things get out of hand 
and you’re thinking of calling the spiritual forces on her/him, 
this line will be perfect. you’ll be surprised at their surprise 
and feel surprisedly better after that.

“the most unkindest cut of all”- Julius Caesar
when brutus stabs Caesar, shakespeare calls it the most 
unkindest cut of all, since brutus’ treachery and betrayal 
killed him more than the actual wound. in today’s world 
filled with scheming backstabbers, look him/her square in 
the eyes, put on your most believable pout, and say the line. 
believe me, that weasel will never forget it. 

“cudgel thy brains”- Hamlet  
two clowns are having a conversation. one is more confused 
than the other. the smarter one advises the other not to 
cudgel thy brains any more since it has been beaten up, and 
even thinking takes an extraordinary effort. this is perfect to 
describe someone who takes way too long to figure out the 
sum of one plus two.

“my dear lady disdain, are you yet living?”- Much Ado 
About nothing 
This was first used by Benedick when he bumps into 
beatrice who later becomes his wife. like all modern love 
stories, the two hate each other at first, constantly hurling 
insults at the other. guys, it might just be the way to win over 
your long-time crush, although careful planning is needed. 
ladies, try it on the she-devil in your life, and prepare to run.  

“the serpent’s egg”- Julius Caesar  
brutus calls Caesar a serpent’s egg, as though he was 
some evil waiting to be hatched. the modern adaptation of 
the phrase is something like “you son of a b*tch!”. now, 
learn some manners from the bard and sound a little more 
civilised, will you?  

Disclaimer: we are not liable for any sort of defamation, break-ups, or 
emotional trauma inflicted on the victims as a direct result of this article. 
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We would like to believe that love conquers all; that there is the 

happily-ever-after, but the overworked mind and cultural taboos can 

conjure up not magic but sheer mayhem. Eunice Ng explores four 

films that look beyond the fluff.

the lowDown 
set in hungary before the tumultuous 
world war ii era, this movie is surprisingly 
charming and sensual. the mesmerising 
ilona (erika marozsán) leads a blissful life 
with her boyfriend lászló (Joachim Król), 
co-running a high-class Jewish restaurant 
in budapest. they hire a talented young 
pianist, andrás (stefano Dionisi) to 
complete their picture of the perfect 
restaurant, but the brooding musician 
falls in love with ilona in the process. 
she inspires andrás to write his lyrical 
composition gloomy sunday, a song so sad 
that it sparks off numerous suicides all over 
the country. things get complicated when 
the danger of war looms, and the recurring 
appearance of a young german hans (ben 
becker) threatens the trio. 

the loVe 
the portrayal of a love triangle involving 
ilona, lászló and andrás is peaceful 
beyond belief. there are no jealous battles 
and no underhand scheming. instead, the 
two men happily share ilona, as they seem 
to believe that having half of her is better 
than having none of her at all. 

the reSt 
Captivating right from the start, Gloomy 
Sunday moves with an easy flow, drawing 
the viewer more and more into the movie 
emotionally as it progresses. although 
the strength and emphasis of the spoken 
german is sometimes lost in the english 
translation, the honest, open acting more 
than makes up for it.  

german title: ein lied von liebe und tod
rating: m18

where to get it: amazon.com

             rating 

international title: baran
rating: pg

where to get it: video ezy, amazon.com

             rating 

spanish title: mar adentro
rating: nC16

where to get it: video ezy, amazon.com

             rating 

french title: À la folie... pas du tout
rating: pg13

where to get it: video ezy, amazon.com

             rating 
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the lowDown 
it’s 2001 in iran. many afghan refugees 
are moving to, and seeking work in, the 
country to escape the taliban regime back 
home. young iranian lateef (hossein 
abedini) has a cushy job at a construction 
site preparing tea and meals for workers. 
life is not so easy for the many afghan 
workers at the site though, most of whom 
are working illegally and paid much lower 
than the normal construction worker. when 
afghan worker najaf (gholam ali bakhshi) 
falls and breaks his leg, he has no choice 
but to send his son rahmat (zahran
bahrami) in his place to work for the family. 
the young and weak rahmat gets assigned 
to lateef’s job, which, of course, infuriates 
lateef. he plays pranks on rahmat until 
one day when he finds out that Rahmat is 
actually a girl!  

the lowDown 
A calm, but thought-provoking film about 
ramón sampedro (Javier bardem), the 
galician quadriplegic who sparked off 
controversy in spain in 1998 for his 
campaign to end his life voluntarily. the 
55-year-old had been paralysed since he 
was 25 after a diving accident. Constantly 
fighting for his attention are four women 
– manuela (mabel rivera), his sister-in-
law who takes care of him, gené (Clara 
segura), a representative from Death with 
Dignity, Julia (belén rueda), his lawyer, 
and rosa (lola Dueñas), a single mother 
who visits him to share her problems. 

the loVe 
it is hard to understand why such an 
outspoken, visionary man who is loved 
and admired wants to end his life. though 
hardly ever leaving his bed, ramón’s 

the lowDown 
Don’t be fooled by the cheesy title and 
chick flick-esque DVD box cover. This 
movie proves that first impressions can be 
very wrong. audrey tautou, fresh from her 
role as the sweet, innocent girl in Amélie, 
plays angelique, a talented young artist 
who is hopelessly in love with loïc (samuel 
le bihan), a married doctor. angelique 
and loïc seem to share a delightful extra-
marital affair, until the whole movie rewinds 
and we start seeing things from loïc’s point 
of view. be prepared to get chills down your 
spine when you find out the real truth. 

the loVe 
not your typical single-girl-meets-married-
but-unhappy-man movie, He Loves Me… 
He Loves Me Not has more to it than what 
the viewer first sees. With the use of the 
song “l-o-v-e” by nat King Cole, and the

the loVe 
This film explores love of a different 
culture - one that is conservative and 
self-sacrificing but nonetheless exciting 
and touching. the young characters barely 
converse, but convey their love in other 
simple ways.  it is truly an innocent and 
heartwarming romance.

the reSt 
The film moves at a slow pace and 
requires patience from the viewer until 
the end. it is, however, tear-jerking at 
certain points as it emphasises the plight 
of afghan refugees in iran through the 
simple, unassuming romance of a young 
iranian and afghan refugee of contrasting 
social backgrounds. 

eloquence, charm and determination 
manage to win the hearts of the ladies 
who visit him, and ironically encourages 
them to further embrace life. 

the reSt 
because a large part of the movie is 
filmed in just one room, The Sea Inside 
may be too slow-moving for many. the 
movie will definitely not impress action 
and suspense junkies. watch it though, 
if you’re in the mood for a peaceful, yet 
clever piece that discusses the all-time 
taboo topic - death. while at it, be 
charmed by bardem’s remarkable acting. 
the best actor at the european film 
awards in 2004 has an unrivalled way of 
touching the hearts of viewers through 
his wide range of facial expressions and 
honest delivery, as seen here in his role as 
the bedridden sampedro. 

bright pink hearts that decorate the 
opening credits at the start, one is 
immediately sucked into the world of 
angelique – that of blissful, not-a-care-in-
the-world love. there is more than meets 
the eye though, and angelique is not as 
angelic as we are led to believe.

the reSt 
while not many movies succeed at the 
rewind technique, He Loves Me… He 
Loves Me Not does considerably well. the 
movie does slow down a little at first, but 
as it goes on, more revelations dawn on 
the viewer that allow him to see the movie 
from a fresh perspective. writer-director 
laetitia Colombani also does a good job 
of using different shots for the repeated 
scenes. the wholesome image of pixie-
faced tautou is also perfectly exploited for 
the role, making it a pure delight to watch.

international title: baran
rating: pg

where to get it: video ezy, amazon.com

             rating 

spanish title: mar adentro
rating: nC16

where to get it: video ezy, amazon.com

             rating 

french title: À la folie... pas du tout
rating: pg13

where to get it: video ezy, amazon.com

             rating 
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The best, ninefold
Stand up, get your freak on and blast your music as hype brings      you nine stellar 

album releases for the year of 2009. Absolutely no service charge included. 
By Lee Dion, Liu Hongzuo & Nathaniel Phua
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2 fAll out Boy - Folie à deux  
Fall Out Boy’s fifth studio album 
Folie à deux - loosely translated to 
mean madness shared by two - hits 
the airwaves with their signature 
harebrained lyrics and catchy 
choruses. even with their amateur 
lyrics, fall out boy still manages to 
capture the attention of their listen-
ers with their choice of rhythm and 
beats. one particular track to look 
out for is “20 Dollar nose bleed”. 
with less rock vibes, the song starts 
off with a jumpy piano riff and 
breaks off into an ensemble of clap-
ping midway. if their previous album 
Infinity On High wasn’t enough, this 
follow up will leave you breathless 
and hanging at the edge of your seat 
from start to end. 

3 kelly clArkSon - All i ever 
Wanted  After the commercial fiasco 
last year with My December, the 
original american idol came back 
with an outstanding release of All I 
Ever Wanted. with some of the best 
producers around on the team (ryan 
tedder, max martin), Kelly Clarkson 
has put out her best album to date. 
amidst the usual radio-friendly 
anthems such as “my life would 
suck without you” and “i Do not 
hook Up”, the pinnacle of the album 
lies in its quietly powerful ballad 
“already gone”. Kelly’s poignant 
delivery, is assisted by ryan tedder’s 
haunting production style, resulting 
in pure pop perfection. with her 
signature big voice and charming 
personality, All I Ever Wanted will 
wind up on the shelves where only 
the best are kept.

1 lily Allen - it’s not Me, it’s You 
Talk about defining the times! Lily Allen’s second studio 
album, It’s Not Me, It’s You is definitely one for our era. Highly 
satirical and insanely funny, singer-songwriter and occasional 
party girl lily allen tackles contemporary issues such as drug 
abuse and heartbreak with wit and charm in a way only her 
sassy attitude can pull off. even a song that is meant to put 
down corrupt politicians (“f*ck you”) seems interestingly 
light-hearted and fun with its short piano intro and bubbly 
tune. this is one of the few albums out there that you can pick 
up the lyrics and follow from start to end. 

4 u2 - no Line on the Horizon   
even after releasing 11 albums, the 
world’s best-selling rock band does 
not seem to be wavering in style and 
technique with their 12th studio 
album release. with percussions on 
syncopation and distortion turned 
up high, lead vocalist bono lets his 
vocals loose on No Line On The 
Horizon. The tracks are filled with 
the band’s highly recognisable brand 
of rock – the sort that makes you rise 
to your feet, headbanging, with both 
fists pumping in the air. 

5 white lieS - to Lose My Life 
for those who haven’t already heard 
the sounds of white lies, they are a 
three-piece english indie band that 
is relatively new to the music scene. 
with their debut album To Lose My 
Life, it seems that the band is set to 
give more established acts a run for 
their money. Upon first listen, the 
music may seem foreign to those 
who are accustomed to mainstream 
radio, but hit the repeat button and 
you will soon uncover some hidden 
gems. Captivating tracks to look out 
for are  “Death”, “to lose my life” 
and “e.s.t.”.

6 eminem - relapse  he’s back. 
marshall mathers, better known 
by his stage name eminem, has 
released another album similar to 
Encore, his previous riot. a rapper 
through and through, Relapse sees 
eminem venture into dark themes 
like drug addiction and serial killer 
fantasies. ardent fans will be pleased 
to know that he’s still as crude and 

rude as before. in this album, you’ll 
also find danceable and catchy songs 
such as “same song & Dance”. 
if you enjoyed his previous releases, 
you will love Relapse, with the 
familiar voice of eminem, a stronger 
album concept, and befitting album 
artwork. but be warned, this album is 
rather lyrically explicit.  

7 cAmerA oBScurA - My Maudlin 
Career  staying true to their unique 
whimsical sound and quirky lyrics, 
scottish indie pop band Camera 
obscura has released their fourth 
album titled My Maudlin Career. 
accompanied by a playful mix of per-
cussions and strings, this album will 
sail you through a myriad of emotions 
on lead vocalist tracyanne Camp-
bell’s breathy voice, through dusty 
libraries, forests and sands, all within 
the comfort of your own home.

8 the proDigy - invaders Must 
die  this is electronic music at its 
very best. the prodigy, known for 
their rave tracks, has conjured yet 
another album for all you dancers to 
move to. with a varied mix of rock, 
rhythm and rave, banded with the 
extensive use of electronic sounds, 
Invaders Must Die is something all 
pop-dance music fans will die for. 
look out for ear-pleasing tracks like 
“omen”, the trance-styled “Colours” 
and the house-like “take me to the 
hospital”. you’ll be listening to this 
album over and over. now, dance! 

9 tAke thAt - the Circus  we all 
know that comeback bands don’t 
often work out, but this isn’t the case 
for take that. this time, old is gold. 
the sounds of their latest album The 
Circus is quite possibly the best 
album the band has ever had. while 
longtime fans may miss 
robbie williams, who has since gone 
solo, take that is now in a league of 
its own with The Circus whose pop 
tunes are crafted to appeal to both 
the young and the old. teenage angst 
has now mellowed into a soothing 
listen. Just like wine, take that 
certainly gets better with age.
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narcolepsy
        NARCOLEPSY [nahr.kuh.lep.see]

//noun/ a condition characterised by frequent and 
uncontrollable bouts of sleepiness during the daytime

photography airell ang
photography assistant alexis lee

art direction airell ang, lukas neo, cheong jiahui
stylist alicia lee

hair and makeup adeline yeo
clothes blackmarket

models firdaos pidau, cindy tan
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on firDaos hooked clothings black collar 
shirt $99

on CinDy gian romano dark tank dress $285, 
i never promised you a rose garden coal coil 
armour blouse $380
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reckless ericka cowl shirt $249
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reckless ericka cowl shirt $249

gian romano dark tank dress $285, shito grand stander $179
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on firDaos i never promised you a rose garden coal coil armour blouse $380

on CinDy gian romano ascending lumber jacket $390, elohim black sheen shirt $119
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on firDaos hooked clothings black shirt $99

on CinDy gian romano dart tank dress $285, i never promised you a rose garden coal coil armour blouse $380, 
shito grand stander $179
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for most of us, fashion is another part of our life that either 
ends up as a self-indulgence or a bare necessity. but for 
fashion design student Janice Chua, fashion is her oxygen. 
her unassuming and enthusiastic take towards the art is 
evidence that she’s cut out to be a fashion designer. 

more than anything else, Janice caught the fashion bug 
from her mum. “since young i have always seen my mum 
watching fashion shows on television. so naturally, i also got 
hooked on watching them,” says Janice.  

while most of her peers were reading the famous five and 
other enid blyton books when they were young, Janice’s 
favourite books were fashion magazines, because her mum 
used to buy plenty of them as part of her job in the local 
fashion scene. 

“i would look at the models and be amazed by the pretty 
clothes they wear,” reminisces the second-year student at 
lasalle College of the arts. 

Though her first dream was to be a model, it was her 
fascination with cloth and design that eventually stuck. 
“there is more than just seeing that the clothes look nice. 
how the clothes are made and the process that goes into 
making them intrigues me more,” enthuses the aspiring 
fashion designer.  

with her bubbly and spirited personality, it doesn’t come as 
a surprise to find out that Janice’s favourite designs are those 
of prints and colourful fabrics. her favourite fashion designer 
is naturally Diane von furstenberg. 

“Diane von furstenberg is not afraid to play with bold prints, 
colourful fabrics… she knows how to play with layering; 
i love how her layering is often nice and soft,” says the 
21-year-old. she adds, “i also look up to emilio pucci 
who also likes to play with a lot of prints and use a lot of 
psychedelic colours. another is matthew williamson who is 
very good at fabric manipulation.” 

so what does the designer-in-training hope to achieve in the 
overcrowded fashion industry? Janice’s mission is to have her 
own label and to give women more bold choices. she plans 
to set up a fashion empire in fashion capitals like london, 
new york and paris, with bold prints and neon colours as her 
signature style.   

“bold prints and neon colours can be feminine. it depends 
on how it is worn. i want to bring up the feminine side of the 
colours so it is wearable.” 

“singaporeans are just not daring enough. everyone tends to 
wear the same thing and that is boring,” she laments.  

By Nur Aini Jaffar

A R T S / T H E A T R E

A 
Student’s life

Ah, the sweet reminiscence of the adolescent big dream, to one day grow up and 

make a change to this world. hype chats with four enterprising students who 

hope to shake up the local creative industries like never before. Meet the next 

generation of Diane von Furstenberg. Gini Santos, Steve Jobs and Jeanette Winterson.

fashionista potential
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he started with doodles, “lots and lots of them” and “random 
ramblings”, as he calls his drawings and that has stuck with 
him since.

haziqq, affectionately known as ziqq by his friends, is an 
aspiring designer and his life is anything but planned – he “was 
thrown into it”. he stumbled into his current course of Design 
for Interactivity (DDI) at Republic Polytechnic because his ‘O’ 
level grades won’t take him anywhere else. 

It was only during the beginning of his final-year that he 
realised it was all “a blessing in disguise” because he has 
found “no other environment that can stimulate” him better. 
but in recent years, singapore has seen a surge in design 
schools to cater to the growing pool of creative talents. what 
then, sets haziqq apart from the rest? 

while most would expect designers to talk arty and assume full 
control, the 19-year-old student has always been “user-centric”.

“as a designer, you design not just as a form of self-expression, 
it should be realistic and practical. you should aim to give 
people what they need and want. it’s all about the user’s 
experience,” explains haziqq. “give them solutions to enhance 
the way they interact with the designs.”

his guiding design principles have certainly paid off; his 
present portfolio is nothing short of top grade. the sizeable 
collection is encapsulated online in his personal website that 
details all he has done. when asked if there is anyone that he 
looks up to, he replies almost instantly, “Chuan”, a reference to 
Dr Chong li-Chuan, the Chairperson of DDi. 

“Dr Chong makes you look at things with a fresh perspective. 
he takes you beyond the surface and probes you to go to the 
next level of thinking,” says haziqq, whose hushed but intense 
passion and drive to succeed becomes evident as he speaks.
 

to succeed at what, you wonder? he grins before saying that he 
wants to return as a lecturer to inspire others, the way he was 
inspired. but before of all that, the aspiring designer wants to 
start out as a product designer with apple because it “observes 
and creates products that work better”. 

having said that, haziqq recognises that the journey ahead will 
not be easy. however, if anything, it will be his humility and 
willingness to improve that will help him to soar above the hurdles.

perhaps it is his humble background that has taught haziqq 
the value of pragmatism and clear-headedness; he deals with 
compliments almost nonchalantly. During the interview, he 
repeatedly downplays his works, often reiterating that there are 
others who are more capable, despite the fact that his school had 
chosen him to front the school in this interview. 

“i’ve gone through a lot in my life. i’ve had my share of ups and 
downs and i do not think that i’m at my best yet because i can 
still improve, aim higher,” says haziqq. 

from his early days as a doodling toddler to a dreamy youth, to 
the present day design guru in the making, haziqq has certainly 
walked a long and winding path. the next big project he is 
working on is an exhibition of his final-year project, entitled 
“project lumiere”. haziqq wants to create a lighted statue 
“whose rays will reflect the love that is synonymous with the 
goodness,” referring to venus de milo, the greek goddess of love 
and beauty. 

“but why stop at just a statue when i can take it one step further 
and turn it into a lighted ornament?” he muses.  with that, he 
picks up his pencil and paper and begins doodling all over, once 
again drawn into his pensive, contemplative and dreamy state.

Check out http://projectlumiere.blogspot.com

By Lee Dion
Cool Ziqq 
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although the traditionally accepted notion is that the pen 
is mightier than the sword, Ngee Ann Polytechnic final-year 
multimedia animation (mma) student Cai weiliang, 24, will tell 
you that the power of a pixel tops it all. 

a pixel alone is nothing more than a miniscule capsule of 
information. but when it is put together with millions of its kind 
and programmed to a razor-sharp precision, the little squares 
transform into an array of visual delight, restrained only by the 
limits of imagination.  

“i can make things beyond the wildest imagination and be part of 
it,” says weiliang, who currently specialises in interactive media. 

“my passion is in creating computer games, because i’m given 
the ability to create things i can’t normally do in real life.”

they say with great power comes great responsibility. in the case 
of weiliang, the onus is on him to master drawing techniques 
in 2D and 3D, understand complex programming codes that 
animate the pixels and finally bring their characters to life by 
imbuing them with a voice and a narrative.  

Despite the rigorous technicalities required, the difference 
between those who are good at it and those who are great boils 
down to the amount of fervour for the craft. when hype visited 
weiliang at his workspace, the walls were papered with countless 
sketches of anime and computer game characters.

and what is success without the gallons of blood and sweat 
poured into the project? weiliang recounts, “once for a 3D 

modeling and animation assignment, i stayed up for two days 
to get my character properly animated without errors. to make 
a character fully animated, there are plenty of details to pay 
attention to, right down to the joints in their limbs.” 

he adds, “for many of the techniques, we need to learn by 
ourselves. once i couldn’t get the interactive process to happen 
in one of my previous games, it took me a day or two to get it 
right after searching for solutions online.” 

Since Weiliang is currently doing his final-year project, a day’s 
work starts with a meeting, where teammates discuss standing 
issues and make plans for the day. Due to the scale of the 
project, the team consists of 10 members, ranging from the 
project manager, sound engineer, programmers, game designer, 
concept artists and the rigger, who is in charge of creating 
skeletons for animated characters.  

as a student team, they are often required to take up multiple 
roles. in weiliang’s case, he is a level designer, and will be 
designing collaterals such as the box art for his team’s action 
game in the later half of the year. 

so what is the dream? the down-to-earth student wants to 
have his own design studio in singapore. “i want to create 
a game that will rival the big games in the market,” he says 
enthusiastically. he tells hype that the dream is not too far away.  

to a person who wields the power of the pixel, although 
ridiculously small but potentially limitless, we say dream big. 
Because if you can imagine it, you can definitely create it.

By Liu Hongzuo
Master of Digital Puppets 
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the local community of playwrights, poets and novelists has always 
paled in comparison to bigger and more lucrative brothers like 
the engineering and biochemical sciences. other than that, the 
small but surely growing group of logophiles and linguists remains 
exclusive and relatively unknown. 

the newest addition to this group arrives in the form of a recent 
ngee ann polytechnic mass Communication (mCm) graduate 
lavanya Kannathass, whose middle names include young, bold 
and passionate.  

the 21-year-old’s currently busying herself with various little 
projects, including producing a play, relief teaching and assembling 
a video for the United nations Development fund for women 
singapore. she does this while awaiting her term at the University 
of Queensland, australia, where she will take a degree in Creative 
and professional writing come february 2010. 

after getting her degree, the cheery singaporean hopes to make 
her way back to local shores and achieve her “big dream”. she 
enthuses, “i want to have a space somewhere, where people can 
come by and write or paint and do whatever they want, to express 
themselves, maybe I’ll call the place ‘Blank’.” 

“i want to do this because a lot of people have so much in 
them but they don’t have a platform to be heard and express 
themselves,” she adds. 

Apart from taking up odd jobs to finance her dreams, Lavanya is 
avidly working on improving her craft to become a better writer. she 
recently submitted 10 poems for the annual golden point award 
competition that is sponsored by singapore press holdings and 
the national arts Council. one of the pieces lavanya sent in for 
the competition was a project for one of her final-year modules in 
mCm, book writing and publishing. 

“i really enjoyed this module, it was very experimental and it gives 
you a lot of freedom to express yourself. it is very good if you’re an 
independent person,” she says. but the bulk of lavanya’s learning 
came from her lecturer, mr Desmond Kon, who showed her in 
timely fashion that she really wanted to be a creative writer. 

“most important, there was someone there to guide you, someone 
to give constructive comments, know what you’re talking about, is 
open to intepretation and is not judgemental,” she says respectfully. 

mr Kon, who conducted the class through online discussions as 
he was away at the University of notre Dame in america, joins 
the ranks of Chilean writer pablo neruda, british novelist Jeanette 
Winterson and American poet Khalil Gilbran in influencing 
lavanya’s ideal style of writing.  

ideals and ideas aside, aspiring writers like lavanya are inevitably 
faced with the question of the singaporean reality: how do you earn 
the money? “my parents were pretty apprehensive because poetry 
and prose is something that you can’t see the tangible effects of. 
but in the end, they still want me to do what i really want to,” she 
responds with a smile.  

“i decided, rather than doing something that would satisfy me in 
monetary terms, i rather do something that will make me happy,” 
she says in a reassuring fashion.

By Nicholas Joshua Lee
Ace of Words
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Behind the sultry grooves 

of youth hip-hop group New 

Revolving Age is the confidence 

and vision of one woman, who is 

subtle yet genuinely in love with 

her students. Keann Chong takes 

a peek into Ann’s world and her 

labour of love.

Photos courtesy of Ann Tan
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you can hear the sound of squeaking soles across the 

dance floor as members of Ngee Ann Polytechnic’s 

new revolving age (nra) pop their bodies to the 

beats of hip-hop. Chests heaving, they run through 

their moves for what seems like the umpteenth time 

under the relentless direction of their choreographer 

ann tan, 32, who has helmed nra’s choreography 

and training for the past five years.

the slick lines and jazz-fused lyrical hip-hop style 

that the club is known for? all her.

it is a weekend training session at a studio and 

although the teenagers are tired, no one complains 

because of just one reason: they are inevitably drawn 

to ann’s tireless fervour, and she to theirs.

and this is what makes ann’s nra so special. 

in 2004, at the request of the previous director 

yutaki ong, she was chosen to take over the dance 

group after she led a class that turned out to be an 

audition that she did not know about. when asked 

to mentor and lead the club, ann readily agreed and 

never looked back.

“i’ve always wanted to create a family,” ann says, 

smiling as she talks about her unquestionably 

favourite subject. “The first moment I saw them, I 

thought they were so cute, such a bunch of young 

kids. they really reminded me of my own university 

days when i was trying to juggle dance and school.”

nra had only eight to 10 members back 

then, which made it very easy for the national 

technological University (ntU) business 

management graduate to befriend each one of them, 

and teach them in her own personal way.

“i would treat each of them like little brothers and 

sisters, which was really fun because i was the 

youngest in my family and suddenly i had eight to 

ten younger siblings!” she recalls with a laughs. 

“we went to paris together once and spent a lot of 

time outside the studios just hanging out, talking on 

msn, or talking about problems and bgr together. i 

want to know all the gossip, even now.”

five years on, even with the club having since 

burgeoned into one of the hottest co-curricular 

activities in np with 300 members this year and 

500 showing up for auditions alone, ann still 

tries her best to get to know every single nra 

freshman or at the very least, learn their names. 

she talks to them about anything under the sun 

and gets much more involved with her dancers 

than the average mentor. 

“i want what’s best for them, not just in dance,” 

ann says. “it’s important that they be happy.”

rule #1: learn to love yourself

“the rules i have in nra are very simple,” ann 

explains. “besides being happy, everyone must 

dance with their own identity. all of my students will 

be known for their own style, and must be called by 

their own names – i refuse for them to be known just 

as ‘Ann’s students’.”

“to me, that is the most important, because dance 

is about expressing your own feelings and having 

freedom of expression,” she continues. “the point is 

for you to become better than me. if not, there’s no 

point teaching. i always tell my students that their 

best teachers are themselves.”

this is why the ballet, jazz and hip-hop-trained 

dancer places much emphasis on “the basics”, 

and on having her students learn how to “feel and 

understand” the different muscles in their body. 

this expands their options by allowing them to 

pick up any dance style in the world without the 

limitations of the physical body.

“how can a writer not know his alphabet?” ann 

muses. “only after you have learnt your alphabet 

and understood how to write properly with proper 

grammar and tenses will you then start to let your 

own identity flow into your writing, developing your 

style as you continue to write.”

“i always use analogies like these to teach my 

students,” laughs the self-professed philosopher. 

“i try to relate. if they like math, i’ll use examples 

from math! if not they will say ann very cheem, what 

talking her!”

never let go
Unfortunately, words of wisdom may be all ann has 

left to impart to the next generations of the nra 

family. a back injury and a hectic work schedule, 

on top of recently becoming a newlywed, have 

resulted in less time spent with her students. ann 

has already begun cutting back to prepare for her 

eventual retirement from the club, relying more on 

nra alumni and seniors to run the show instead.

Will she miss them? Definitely. In fact, she already 

does so. 

“they’re all my children,” ann - or mummy, as she’s 

called affectionately by her charges - says after a 

pause. “i’ve watched them grow every step of the 

way, and i still feel very happy whenever i see any 

of them.” 

“their love for dance and for each other, their 

creativity, their energy… their tantrums even,” she 

continues. “i love every single thing about all of 

them, my energizer batteries.”

“but i’ll never really leave, you know?” she says 

optimistically. “this is not a break-up.  as long as 

the relationship is around, i will be around.”

“nra - they really are my life. it isn’t just me who 

loves them, they love me too.” 

Visit http://nradance.blogspot.com/
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skinnythe

on Selena

Melodie Lee looks behind actress
Selena Tan’s bubbly facade. 

old theatre company Dream academy productions, which 
has produced blockbuster shows like Dim sum Dollies and 
broadway beng.  

she is also a familiar face on television, having acted in 
popular sitcoms such as Under one roof and pCK pte ltd. 
she received the asian television award for best actress in 
a Comedy series two years in a row (2004 and 2005) for 
her role in Channel 5’s Daddy’s girls.  

and the lady shows no signs of slowing down. 

Just in July this year, her brand-new wacky musical-
comedy that she wrote, sing Dollar, began its run in the 
theatres. selena plays tiger lily, a brash and “out-there” 
tiger beer aunty. the musical features some of singapore’s 
most notable comedians, including the usual suspects like 
hossan leong and the main cast of Dim sum Dollies. 

as she reclined Cleopatra-like on her poolside divan, the 
larger-than-life Dim sum Dollies star muses that she can be 
likened to a bamboo plant. 

“i like the bamboo because it’s sturdy and strong,” the 
37-year-old theatre director-performer quietly says when 
asked what kind of plant she is most like. “no matter how 
you bend it, it knows where its trunk is. it’s pretty too, in an 
unconventional way.” 

best known as one of the cabaret comic trio, selena tan 
is anything but conventional. she runs her own nine-year-

PHOTO BY ZELDa SUn
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it is no wonder then, that she truly is one busy woman. 
before the interview with hype, she bustles around her house 
and apologises before zipping off to run a “quick errand”.  

During that time, you observe that her stylish bungalow, 
quietly tucked away from the city beside the cool, leafy 
Clementi park, looks as if it were made for entertaining 
guests. with a poolside dining table complete with white 
deck chairs, a lounge divan set, and not to mention the 
glistening clear lap pool, you can picture fortnightly 
decadent dinner parties being thrown here.   

before long, you hear the slam of her car door, and she 
strides in, apologising profusely once more for the delay.   

Unlike the outlandish characters she often portrays onstage, 
selena is refreshingly natural, as she perches on her divan 
cross-legged, barefaced and clad in a minimalist grey top 
and plain white slacks.  

you ask if there is anything she will never wear and she 
chuckles lightly for the first time in the interview. “Spandex! 
i will never wear bright pink spandex,” she says.  

other than that, she seems deep in thought throughout, and 
answers in a rather business-like and concise manner.   

While fielding the interview questions, she whips out her 
compact case and begins doing her make-up, methodically 

applying the full works with an expert hand. seeing how she 
has been acting since she was 14, it is no surprise that she 
is used to dolling herself up. 

as she layers the makeup around her eyes, you notice 
that she looks rather tired. when probed about what she 
is currently working on, she sighs and says, “right now, 
we’re rehearsing for sing Dollar, along with countless 
workshops.” she pauses before looking up from her 
compact to meet your gaze. “running a business at the 
same time is really tiring,” she says. 

During the interview, music composer and longtime friend, 
elaine Chan, walks across the hallway. selena mutters an 
apology before turning to arrange meetings with her. 

Despite her busy schedule, with all the rehearsals and 
interviews, selena insists that she still manages to make 
time for her husband and their group of close friends 
whenever she can. “i try not to work on weekends because 
those are reserved for family,” she says. 

but when you talk about her plans for the year, she seems to 
forget all her tiredness. 

For the first time in the interview, her eyes crinkle as she 
breaks into a smile. “It’s definitely going to be a big year for 
us and we’re very excited. in these tough times, we’ve got 
many comedies lined up that are sure to cheer anyone up.” 

When the financial crisis first hit 
singapore, selena wanted to reach out to 
her fellow singaporeans and saw it as a 
good opportunity for a musical comedy, 
which had been brimming in her head for 
some time. 

in her own time and fashion, selena 
interpreted the situation as one with “a lot 
of interesting reactions, new possibilities 
and potentially hilarious situations to 
write about”. 

after eight months of brainstorming and 
research, her first full-length musical 
comedy SING DOLLAR was finalised, 
drawing inspiration from local newspapers 
and the grapevine. 

she says, “we’ve heard of people losing 
so much money.” 

“so the musical is basically showing 
what singaporeans are going through but 
with a little spice added.”
 
based in geylang, the storyline revovles 
around eight characters, some of 
which includes a moonlighting maid, 

a retrenched banker, a bangladeshi 
dishwasher and a tiger beer aunty – all 
of whom are non-fictional and based on 
selena’s personal experiences in the red 
light district. 

while writing the script, selena 
interviewed prostitutes, foreign labour 
workers, domestic maids and others at 
geylang to use as material to create 
over-the-top yet realistic and easily 
identifiable characters for her show. 

featuring an all-star cast of well-loved 
comedians like Kumar and hossan 
leong, selena gathered the team at 
her production house Dream academy 
to produce “a great show with high 
production value at a reasonable price”.

she describes the musical comedy as 
being a bit different from her usual stand-
up comedies or cabaret shows. 

“it is not very different from my other 
shows like the Dim sum Dollies. the 
main difference is that the musical has 
a storyline. i would like to describe it as 
very Chicago.”By Lum Xin Mun
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imagine being a total tai-tai, lounging on a swanky beach 
resort. imagine lying by a pool, sipping champagne from a 
gold-rimmed flute. Now imagine Hossan Leong doing all that, 
because, deep down, that’s all he really wants to do. although 
we share his sentiments, hossan reminds us that all of us 
need to “wake up and smell the orchids!”. it’s just wishful 
thinking for the rest of us.  

beach resorts and champagne aside, 40-year-old hossan 
leong is arguably one of the most successful entertainers 
around, having won two life! theatre awards and rave reviews 
for his acting chops, and starred in over 50 productions. to 
his credit, hossan is a stage performer, television actor, radio 
deejay and standup comedian. he can even cook - lamb 
shanks in a red wine reduction sauce is his specialty.

while some entertainers are hilarious onstage but oddly 
detached offstage, hossan isn’t known as singapore’s funny 
man just because of his staged performances.  

“i think, or would like to think that i’m naturally funny,” he 
says. “i’ve always liked making people laugh. it makes me 
happy to see people happy. i guess what you see is what you 
get from hossan leong!” 

in fact, hossan is so good at bringing the funny that he used 
to give standup comedies, which are known to be notoriously 
difficult. His previous shows like Singapore Boy were 
completely sold out.  

also well-known for his roles in plays such as honk! the 
musical, hossan has also directed a few himself. to him, it 
is as enriching as it is exciting. “wonderful!” he exclaims. 
“such joy watching the show go from page to stage and 
having a great team to do it with!” 

of course, what good is work without great experiences? he 
claims that the greatest moment in his career is “filming in 
prague”, for the movie The Lost Empire (2001) in which he 
plays a demon. “it was a wonderful experience to work with 
a professional film crew overseas,” he says. 

Stage acting, however, remains his first love, which brings 
us to his newest show, the hossan leong show. the staged 
talk show will cover current affairs and guest “international 
celebrities” with hossan’s own brand of tongue-in-cheek 
humour. we ask him what to expect, and he does a teensy 
promotion of it. “lots of fun! Come and participate, laugh, 
clap, sing, and go home with surprises!” 

but what happens if he could not longer continue a career 
in showbiz?  

the funny man says that he would like to join the staff at 
the renowned Club med. “so fun! spend days entertaining 
people from all over the world in a resort located in paradise!” 

If laughter was the best medicine, then popular 
local comedian Hossan Leong would be the 
perfect happy pill. By Amber Chan

PERFECT
JOY PILL

Illustration by Andra Chua
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Win! 2 tickets to the hossan leong Show on 1 october 2009. Send in your 
name, ic number and contact details to hype.midea@gmail.com
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ONE NIGHT 
SHORT OF 
A PICNIC

When the word nightlife is mentioned, the first thing that comes to the mind of most is partying the night away at 
the latest club in town. such decadent lifestyle may be novel initially, but it eventually leaves you bored and tired. 
not to mention completely broke after splurging unnecessarily on cocktails and martinis.

Shoestring budget in mind, some young people are redefining their night activities by kicking it old school with 
simple yet quaint picnics at some of the most scenic sites around. the night breeze, affordability and quality time 
with loved ones make picnics at night the better alternative to loud trance music at the clubs. 

Forget the incessant noise and bothersome 
drunkards at the nightclub as Lin Verena shows 
you where the real parties are.  

1 marina Barrage
made of nine 30-metre steel crest gates that are 
built over the 350-metre wide marina Channel, 
the barrage includes a green roof, which doubles 
as a recreational space and is open to public 
access. the roof overlooks the city and its view is 
comparable to that of the singapore flyer.

full-time national service man Justin Kong, 20, 
says, “my girlfriend will bring the food and we 
will lay out a mat and just chill out. it is a nice 
place to relax and appreciate the city lights.”

besides the picturesque view of singapore’s 
skyline at night, the marina barrage is extremely 
breezy and surprisingly quiet, providing that 
much sought-after privacy in the concrete jungle 
of singapore.

singapore management University student ash-
win tiwari, 21, says, “people don’t disturb each 
other and everyone is practically doing their own 
thing. it’s surprising how much privacy you get.”

moreover, the barrage chalks up extra points 
for its high standards of cleanliness, appealing 
to students like vanessa lim, 23, who prefers 
marina barrage over places like east Coast park 
due to its hygiene. 

2 henderson wave Bridge
found at the southern ridges, the bridge connects 
a nine-kilometre stretch of gardens and parks 
from mount faber hill to telok blangah hill.

the charm of the bridge is hard to ignore; it is 
made from balau wood slats that are intricately 
cut and arranged, while undulating shells 
littering the snaking deck serve as sheltered 
seating areas. Colourful lights brighten up the 
place from 7pm to 2am daily, dressing the 
bridge in a ravishing and illuminating glow. 

rachel lynn, 20, a mass Communication 
student at MDIS says, “I find the bridge a work 
of art. it’s even better than eating at restaurants 
because the ambience is wonderful.”

the highest pedestrian bridge in singapore, 
it stands 36 metres above henderson road, 
providing a bird’s eye view of traffic below and 
an oddly satisfying sense of detachment from 
urbanisation as you sit at the apex of the bridge.

Dannel george, 20, a student from singapore 
polytechnic, regularly has picnics with his 
friends at the bridge for “its breathtaking night 
scenery”, adding that they “always end up 
having a good time”.

to spice up your picnic, bring along board games such as monopoly, twister or taboo. Useful picnic equipment 
includes a battery-operated light, a packet of wet wipes, and a picnic mat big enough for everyone to sit on.

how

to

get

there

1 marina Barrage
public transport: there is a free shuttle 
bus every 30 minutes from the marina bay 
mrt station. the last bus is at 6:30pm on 
weekdays and 8:30pm on weekends and 
public holidays.

Drive: Drive on the eCp. exit at marina bay. 
follow the signs to the barrage. park at the 
entrance or next to the barrage-viewing pod.

2 henderson wave Bridge
public transport: take bus service 
number 131, 145, 176 or 648 and 
alight at the bus stop along henderson 
road. take the staircase up to mount 
faber park.

Drive: parking is available at mount 
faber Car park D and telok blangah 
hill park Car park 1 and 2.
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in the 1970-1990s: “Arcades was beginning” 
Known for their notoriously high difficulty settings, arcades those 
days usually meant furious button-mashing on the arcade pad or 
weaving through complex mazes. those were also the days where 
graphics meant nothing. Characters and cars were essentially blobs 
of heavily pixelated objects lumped together in a poor attempt to 
resemble something meaningful.  

Due to technological limits, it was also that age where the video 
arcades experienced a boost in design, technicality and gameplay 
functions – qualities that kept arcade gaming alive with what 
seemed to be a never-ending supply of creativity and innovation. 
 
early 1990s: “All your arcades are made of fAil!”
if the 70’s-90’s were the best years of arcade gaming, the early 
1990s marked the end of that era. 

the decline began when concepts from popular games were 
quickly copied and reproduced, resulting in the rapid flooding of 
clones or variations of certain genres, a trait which plagues even 
the arcades of today. 

technological advancement also meant that the arcades faced 
competition from home computers and video game consoles, 
which were quickly becoming cheaper and more powerful. some 
consoles like the playstation and the nintendo64 also boasted 
technology superior to that of the arcade cabinets, like true three-
dimensional graphics. 

The increase in arcade-to-console ports was the final blow to the 
arcade game industry. with games available on more than one 
platform, coupled with the fact that home consoles offer the 
attrraction of unlimited credits, gamers had little incentive to 
return to the gaming arcades. as 33-year-old James Clifton puts it, 
“losing non-stop and continuing is like throwing money away.” 

the arcade rises again... Somewhat 
perhaps the fact that arcades are making a re-emergence should 
be an achievement on its own, despite its limited success.  

and their comeback has heralded the return of the spirit of 
innovation, a fact that had not gone unnoticed. when hype visited 
a handful of arcades, the variety of games was impressive. while 
standing-shooters and ‘sit-down’ cabinets were still present, 
there was also a huge variety of Ufo catchers and other kinds of 
machines like music-synchronising games and simulators. 

for 23-year-old Kash santago, an arcade gamer for 10 years, the 
differences are obvious. “the games today are much better: the 
graphics and sound are more realistic and there’s greater variety,” 
he says, explaining like how arcade games today are almost like 
playable movies. 

furthermore, unlike the arcades of the past that were mostly 
frequented by youths, today’s arcades are attracting middle-aged 
and older gamers as well, an issue which James Clifton shrugged 
off casually, claiming that it was “to be expected”.  

“there is a high interest level in these places,” he explains. “there 
have been surveys carried out before to see how the arcades can 
be more family-friendly, especially if they want to survive. and it’s 
seen as a place by some families for bonding time.” 

while hype is not so sure about the “bonding” part, our 
investigations had us acknowledge the ‘playable movies’ bit, 
especially after spending an hour (and almost $20 worth of credits) 
on the latest initial D and time Crisis machines under the pretext 
of “field investigation”.

the game 
has just begun

2 Spicy: too Spicy
a shoot-em-up developed by sega, it 
is unique because of its cover system 
and multiplayer versus mode. in 2 
spiCy: too spicy, the pedal allows 
you to move in another direction for 
better cover. this means that the player 
can choose the location of cover and 
offense, making the multiplayer feature 
much more interesting. apart from a 
weak storyline, the game is pretty much 
similar to others of its kind.
Rating: 3/5

AlienS: exterminAtion
released by global vr, the plot is 
based on the popular sci-fi horror film 
series that sees the marines going back 
to the alien-infested planet to try to 
exterminate them again. nonetheless, 
with the story based on the original 
series, you would expect a scarier, 
sinister kind of shooter game. the only 
saving grace of the game is probably 
its colourful graphics and variety of 
weapons like flamethrowers, force guns 
and grenades. yawn.
Rating: 2.5/5

wAngAn miDnight mAximum tune
produced by namco, the racing game 
series is based on a manga called 
wangan midnight and follows street 
racing on the highways of Japan. new 
features include new maps, an increase 
in horsepower and more vehicle variety. 
the handling of the car is smooth 
because the machine feels comfortable. 
the story mode is recommended for 
those seeking quality graphics and a 
high level of interactivity – both of which 
is lacking in the multiplayer mode.
Rating: 3.5/5
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Since the FIFA series debuted 11 years ago with FIFA ‘98, the popular video game has definitely improved 
in terms of graphics and gamer control. nonetheless, its closest competitor in football video games, winning 
eleven, always had the upper hand when it came to interplay and control... until now.

with fifa online 2, players are given the choice of playing against their peers and other gamers from all over 
the world. Although the option of playing against artificial intelligence is still available, the level of difficulty 
is raised when playing against your peers and is a recommended option for those seeking an adrenaline rush.

moreover, fifa online 2 enables players to chat, connect and challenge one another using their own custom 
teams to earn experience points, items and reputation. winners earn rewards such as energy drinks, medical 
kits, and uniform cards, which allow them to heal, refresh and add new players to their team. 

By Shaun David Martin

players can be bought and sold between gamers, 
simulating a real-life football community. with 
the additional features of playing online, trading 
players, multi-player modes, upgrading players and 
a league mode, the game allows for increased inter-
activity among gamers to discuss tactics, strategies, 
and player positions. for the game’s relatively young 
age, the new features make the game a surprisingly 
good deal.

the controls are slightly different from previous 
editions of this series and it takes some getting 
used to. but with the game’s training mode, it is a 
problem that can be easily overcomed.

perhaps the only drawback of the game is the 
graphics, which are identical to that of FIFA ‘07. 
this is strange considering that the manufacturers 
have already improved that in FIFA ‘08 and ‘09.

that said, we don’t need cutting-edge animation for 
our football games. with user-friendly features and 
a community-like interface, fifa online 2 promises 
a good game for friends and fans alike.  

Win!  When was the first 
fifA game released? 

if you think you know the 
answer, send it in to 
hype.midea@gmail.com 
with your name, ic number 
and contact details now and 
stand a chance to win more 
various prizes or a mystery 
hamper worth than $50!

Head down to e2Max@Cine-L9 on 15 August 2009 and watch FiFA online 2 players from ngee Ann Polytechnic and singapore 
Polytechnic battle it out for the champion title of nP Cyber soccer Cup and sP Cyber soccer Cup.   
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so valve has announced a sequel to the l4D game, that is to be titled, 
well, left 4 Dead 2. that would probably stink if you already own the 
first game, since it is barely a year old and instead of providing more 
downloadable content, out comes valve with the easy way.

still, there are new features to look forward to in l4D 2 like:

- an all new cast of survivors with the likes of a conman, a reporter, a 
mechanic and a football coach.

- better rewards like more ammo and health power-ups for taking risks like 
choosing a longer and more dangerous path to your destination.

- melee weapons like an axe for chopping zombies up, a frying pan (which 
even sounds like one when it connects with a zombie’s head), and the good 
‘ol chainsaw.

- Brand new Infected, like zombies donning fireproof suits, the Wandering 
witch (don’t worry because the old wailing witch will still be around) and a 
brand new special infected, the Charger.
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to be fair, zombie-themed games have been around for 
ages, and video game developer valve did nothing much to 
popularise the genre.

that credit should go to CapCom’s best-selling video game, 
resident evil, which is arguably the most respected series 
in the realm of zombie-themed games. after all, nothing can 
be more fun than torching a zombie to kingdom come with a 
flamethrower, a promise that Resident Evil has never failed 
to deliver.

so just what is so special about valve’s latest video shooter 
game, left 4 Dead, which has reviewers and gamers singing 
its praises?

Dynamic Artificial Intelligence (AI)
oddly enough, it was the game’s unpredictable situations 
generated by a powerful and yet mysterious in-game 
mechanism which gained significant attention.

aptly known as the Director, it controls every aspect of the 
game like the difficulty level, visual effects and locations of 
spawn points and items, based on every single action the 
player makes.

valve developer gabe newell explained in a recent 
magazine interview that the goal of the Director is to make 
the game more cinematic and unpredictable, thereby 
increasing replay value.

“the events are trying to give (the players) a sense of 
narrative,” he explains. “we look at sequences of events and try 
to take what their actions are to generate new sequences.”

“this is what makes procedural narrative more of a story-telling 
device than a simple difficulty mechanism.”

with the zombies’ role as pivotal characters to the game, most 
of the hard work was naturally reserved for the undeads to 
ensure that they looked as realistic as possible.

the need for realism ran down to the zombies’ movement and 
facial expressions, as mentioned by developers matt Campbell 
and phil robb, who explained why such efforts were made.

“we treat the infected horde as a major character, and spent 
a lot of time in making their movements believable,” said 
phill robb, revealing that the animation for the zombies were 
motion-captured by a stuntman and integrated into the game’s 
engine, allowing for greater realism instead of relying on simple 
ragdoll physics.

in addition, the zombies also boast some of the most advanced 
ai ever seen in such games, where they are usually depicted as 
mindless, bloodthirsty scum.

“we spent a great deal of time on the ai systems for the 
common horde,” said developer matt Campbell, elaborating 
that extra effort spent was to ensure that there would be no 
safe spots for players to hide where an infected could not 
access, a problem which is common in other zombie-themed 
shooter games. the idea was to force passive players out of 
their comfort zones and into the carnage where they should be.

unique gameplay
while the Director may have been revolutionary from the 
technical standpoint, it was the team-centric gameplay and the 
option to play as predators which made the difference for fans.

Unlike most zombie-themed games that only allow players 
to play the hero, or in certain cases, as the human villain 
manipulating the story from behind the scenes, left 4 Dead 
allows four additional players to control four of the five zombie 
bosses in the game, albeit only in the game’s versus mode.

while the zombie players are not able to use weapons, each 
playable zombie boss has his own unique attack which is 
implemented in a way to ensure that the game remains 
balanced. in addition, players rotate between the human 
survivors and the zombie bosses once every chapter.

final-year national University of singapore student matthias 
mar, 22, who listed left 4 Dead as one of his favourite 
games, thinks that it was these aspects that sealed the deal.

“you help each other out, like reviving teammates and stuff, 
things that don’t appear at all in other games,” he says. “that’s 
the social aspect of the game.”

as for playing as the zombies, he was a little more candid.

“i prefer to kill them actually!” he jokes. “but it’s exciting to 
play as something different once in awhile.”

sounds good enough for us. and now, if you’ll excuse us, we 
will be off to appreciate the unique features of left 4 Dead in 
typical hype fashion: by torching the infected till extra-crispy.

with a molotov-cocktail, of course.

VALVE’s latest zombie-themed game breathes new 
life into an otherwise dead genre. By Michael Lum
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Baybeats
    2009 :

Life would be a mistake without music. 
Baybeats would be a mistake without its 
kickass bands. hype snoops around this 
year’s festival lineup to uncover their 

dirty little secrets. And yeah, it’s 
going to be pretty darn good.   
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hype: why are there no lyrics in your songs?   

gerald: instrumentals just give you that much more space 
to breathe and write your own lyrics in your head, don’t you 
think? the next time you listen to the same song, it may not 
have the same lyrics. it was an interesting concept for us to 
explore as musicians. 

Daniaal: we want you to have your own interpretation of what 
our songs are about, and not tell you with lyrics.  

brice: lyrics are overrated.

Do you think people find it hard to appreciate your band’s 
kind of music without lyrics? 

G: I don’t think people will find it hard. I think most of the 
people at baybeats may be pleasantly surprised at just how 
much they like our kind of music. the only reason they 
probably wouldn’t is probably because of the stereotype that 
bands must have vocalists. 

how do you feel about the band’s progress since it 
started in 2008? 

g: i feel pretty accomplished about the band’s progress so 
far. we’re just over a year old and i think we’ve done pretty 
good for ourselves - releasing an ep (a short compilation of 
three to five songs), playing at the Esplanade Waterfront and 
in manila, and in a short while, baybeats.

So what was the most memorable gig for you as part of 
lunar node? why? 

b: i like the ep launch, since it was a full day’s worth of hard 
work that really paid off.  

g: oh this is a tough one. but i’d have to say it was the show 
we played at the esplanade outdoor theatre. simply put, it 
was a dream to play there. next stop, powerhouse? haha. 

Describe your band mates. 

g: i think the rest will tell you the same about asyraf. he’s 
forever in the virtual realm of world of warcraft, but he’s 
surprisingly punctual for jams and shows and stuff. 

D: asyraf is also the laziest but always seems to get the girls. 
gerald is the casanova of the band and has many girls after 
him. he’s also the brains of the band. brice is the tallest and 
the hardest rocker among all of us. he’s half-french and has 
a very boring sense of dressing. ariff is a music prodigy and 
also the most mat. (malay word for roughneck.) 

b: gerald is mr high-strung-but-timid. asyraf is mr lazy and 
Daniaal is mr Curry.  

if you could be reincarnated as an animal, what would 
you be and why? 

g: why is this question even relevant?! a falcon, so i can 
look as cool as the bird on Cardinal avenue’s ep cover. 

b: an eagle. flying’s cool.  

D: giraffe. so that i can be taller than brice.

WALKING   
ON   THE   
MOON
Meet local band Lunar Node, one of the rare entries into the 
annual music festival Baybeats 2009 with their shoegaze 
genre and instrumental music. By Tanya Lai  

PHOTO BY ZELDa SUn

lUnar noDe is (CloCKwise from left): asyraf 
razaK, ahmaD ariff, geralD Koh, briCe 
ChambraUD, Daniaal aDam

catch lunar node at the esplanade outdoor theatre on 30 August from 8pm.
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Last, but not least :
By Airell Ang & Josceline Foo

one of the oldest kids on the block, Suicide   
Solution is probably the most familiar face in 
this year’s baybeats. although the band’s lineup 
has seen some changes through the years, their 
dark music and introspective lyrics with morbid 
horror band imagery remain their signature feel. 
in person, they are just a bunch of fun-loving 
boys, who are passionate and in this for a good 
time. after baybeats, they have their eyes set on 
touring asia and europe. nothing like other glam 
party-rock bands, they want to make their mark 
on the local music scene. Clearly, their career is 
anything but suicide and horror.  

SUICIDE   SOLUTION

AUDIOCEAN
formed in 2007, each of 
Audiocean’s members have 
quite different personas 
and bring something unique 
to the game, which is the      
reason for their endearing, 
self-penned lyrics. they see 
baybeats as a platform to 
hone their stage presence 
and musical style. already 
psyched by the buzz of their 
performance at baybeats, 
audiocean is just raring 
to go with their original 
compositions, lovely music 
and according to the band, 
a surprise stint (something to 
do with hair apparently).  

FLAWED   ELEMENT
paradoxical to the name, flawed element is, in actual fact, flawless. Well, their music at least. 

founded in 2002, vocalist Joe Chahal says, “i wanted to share my writing and composition with people. everything was built from 
scratch. The current line up has been around for four years now and our different music styles and influences have brought about 
the music we play today.” with hard guitar riffs that are reminiscent of some of the best bands we have come to know, combined 
with many other musical elements, flawed element has created a sound that is almost uniquely theirs. 

One of the emergent local bands in Singapore, Flawed Element is definitely a band you’d want to keep tabs on. 

PHOTO cOURTESY OF SUIcIDE SOLUTIOn PHOTO BY RUEvan Tan

PHOTO BY aIRELL anG

PHOTO cOURTESY OF FLaWED ELEMEnT
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for Better endings started when all the members were still donning their          
secondary school uniforms back in the old days. as their guitarist, alexandra, 
puts it, “It was sort of a casual thing. Like ‘Hey guys wanna jam?’ and it slowly 
progressed after. everything came together pretty nicely, i guess.” 

a usual sight at underground gigs, baybeats is a whole new tribulation for the 
band. alexandra chirps excitedly, “baybeats is a good platform for young local 
musicians to showcase their music.” 

“we never thought that a heavy band like us would ever play baybeats, so this 
is definitely a dream come true!” 

With the screaming vocals of lead vocalist Linus, it is going to be difficult 
not to let your hair loose at baybeats and rock out. even the mosh pit seems              
appealing this time. 

FOR   BETTER   ENDINGS

like the rest of the festival’s lineup,    
playing at baybeats is like a dream come 
true for Barricade, whose easy-going and 
fun-loving personalities mask their goal at 
baybeats – to stand out from the rest of 
the pack. raising a few eyebrows should 
not be a problem for them since they 
are fond of mashing up different gen-
res of music together with their original           
lyrics to create tracks that are open to a 
wide range of interpretations and hidden       
innuendo. their biggest challenge? two 
of the four members are currently serving 
national service.  

BARRICADE

EXDEE
as the youngest band playing at baybeats this year, the six members 
have been eyeing this spot since they were in secondary two – and now 
years later, they have finally made it. Some might wonder how their name 
came about - it is apparently inspired by a dog called excalibur, who was 
accidentally killed by a member of the band who is terribly afraid of dogs. 
in memory of the poor pup, they named their band, exdee (ex-D). 

the band’s motto, “are you smiling today?” is really what they want to 
achieve with their audience through their music. prepare for some good 
cheer and hands in the air with their feel-good melodies.  

Derived from the latvian goddess of the 
forest, meza Virs, the band’s name has 
almost little to no meaning behind it, says 
frontman Cedric Chew. however, frivolous 
as the concept, meza virs is actually one 
of the more acknowledged metal bands in 
singapore’s music scene. having played 
overseas in bangkok and taiwan, their 
exposure and hard metal riffs have gotten 
them far. Cedric describes their tunes 
as symphonic metal with tinges of goth 
metal and an almost gregorian-esque 
charm to it. “Being the first metal band 
is pretty niche, so to speak, and to play 
at baybeats, where the usual fare are in-
die and alternative bands, is an honour 
to us. it’s an outlet for metalheads to get 
together,” says Cedric.  

MEZA   VIRS

PHOTO cOURTESY OF BaRRIcaDE

PHOTO cOURTESY OF MEZa vIRS

PHOTO BY aIRELL anG
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a medium built, slightly muscled 
boy stands on a makeshift stage in 
the heeren. he clutches a guitar 
in his hand and smiles shyly at the 
80-strong crowd. he sweeps his hand 
across his hair before plucking at a 
string. he looks just like a nervous boy 
on his first date.  

however, when he parts his lips, 
strums his guitar and starts to sing, 
it’s as though a different side of him 
emerges. the shyness dissolves as 
confidence takes over – for him, home 
is where the stage is.  

weiwen seah may look like the boy-
next-door, but his voice packs a punch 
that seems to go beyond him. he 
goes by the name for this Cycle on 
popular talent show Live ‘N’ Loaded. 
the logic behind the band’s name is 
straightforward. he says, “for this 
Cycle is basically the whole life cycle 
one has to go through – you get born, 
you live and then eventually you die.” 

only 16 this year, he is fast making 
a name for himself in the local 
music scene. Chosen as the best 
breakthrough band on the show, 
for this Cycle is set to perform at 
baybeats festival this year, among 
many other shows. 

for weiwen, the stint on tv just 
happened. “i didn’t want to join live 
‘N’ Loaded at first. My friend told 
me to do it, so i uploaded my stuff 

on the website,” he says in his husky 
voice. “then they called me down for 
a review session and i sat in front of 
six people or so. and they called me 
back for the producer’s pick section, 
so that’s cool.” 

with his young age, songwriting and 
guitar-playing skills, weiwen is like 
a local male version of american 
country superstar taylor swift. both 
of them draw their writing inspiration 
from everyday life – both the good and 
the bad.  

Since he first picked up the guitar at 
the age of 12, he has always wanted 
to play for others. a quick check 
with him showed that many of 
his goals for his craft have already 
been accomplished. 

“i mean, in this whole year, i’ve been 
on Live ‘N’ Loaded, released an EP 
sampler (a CD compilation of three to 
five songs) and I’m going to perform 
at baybeats. it’s really great actually.” 

so what plans does he have in mind? 
“ok, this may sound really lame and 
corny,” weiwen laughs, shifting in his 
seat, “but i want to sing the national 
song. no, no, not majulah singapura, 
but the theme song for one of the 
national Day parades! it would be so 
cool to sing that!” 

and for that, we wish him the best 
of luck.

Life’s a cycle for the Live ‘N’ Loaded breakthrough artist and it is just 
starting to roll. By Amber Chan

Image courtesy of Zaki Razalo

for 
this 
cycle
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When hype first interviewed Greg Uttsada 
panichkul, most affectionately known as Utt, 
six years ago, he had this thing about him 
that would make any pubescent girl drool.

now, except for a few more wrinkles and a 
slightly different hairstyle, the gorgeous host 
of Live ‘N’ Loaded still has the same effect on 
young women. 

“Well, I have no complaints! I’m definitely 
welcoming it,” says Utt with a cheeky grin.  
as one of mtv asia’s most recognisable faces, 
the pretty boy has since ventured into acting, 
and setting up his own business, seven95ive, a 
boutique artiste management company. 

“i’ve been multi-tasking quite a bit, both 
behind the scenes and in front of the camera,” 
says the host-cum-actor-cum-businessman.  

With his latest role as host of Live ‘N’ Loaded, 
it is very clear that the stage is where he truly 
belongs. Just watch him hype up a crowd and 
you will see why he takes to hosting like a fish 
to water.
  
“hosting comes most naturally to me because i 
like meeting and interacting with people,” says 
Utt, who sheepishly claims that he still gets 
nervous in front of the camera. 

although hosting a local talent show is unlike 
anything he has done before, Utt feels that 
his presence on the show is a show of his 
support for the local music scene. when live 

‘N’ Loaded first premiered as a platform for 
showcasing local musicians, Utt was most 
willing to be part of it all.  

“Live ‘N’ Loaded is underestimated, especially 
when it first came out but I think we really 
need to be supportive and encouraging as we 
see an overview of the local music scene.”  

a self-professed fan of local music, the mtv 
vJ thinks that there is hope for the local music 
scene, which is commonly described as a 
cultural desert. he quotes bands like electrico 
and the great spy experiment as examples of 
local acts that have successfully crossed into 
international markets.  

“we need to be supportive and not leave the 
local music scene dead and hanging,” he says. 

that, and his down-to-earth persona is probably 
the reason for his staying power in the industry.

Remaining relevant in the fickle world of 
television for so many years has been no easy 
feat, especially since new faces flood the 
industry almost every other day.  

“you have to be true to yourself and have 
respect for those around you,” he remarks  
as he reminisces fondly about all his years  
in showbiz. 

he adds, “it is easy to fall into the industry… 
so you need to see that the world does not only 
revolve around you.”

Big dreamy eyes? Check. 
Megawatt smile? Check. 
Infectious personality? 
Check. What more 
could you ask for a 
Live ‘N’ Loaded host? 
By Cheryl Tan

Utt
chA
tAlKiN’
ABoUt?
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IN
QUI
SI
TIVE

CURIOUS 
ABOUT

In 2003, he took on the night scene with force 
- shook it up, changed it around, and has not 
let go since. From the colours of his logo right 
down to his sound, Inquisitive fits snugly into 
the electro-clash scene that he has had a hand 
in creating. By Alicia Lee  

inquisitive’s career in deejaying and turntabling did not begin 
with him in the clubs and aspiring to be the one on the decks. it 
acutally started with inline skating.  

“i used to skate and normally when you watch the skate videos, 
you hear the soundtrack where you have people like, scratching 
to the hip hop beats and stuff so I was like ‘Wow, I like this kind 
of music’… i like the noise so i started [from there].” 

Just 24 years of age and inquisitive has already garnered an 
impressive portfolio, being named DJ of the month by JUiCe 
magazine, a three-time DmC champion, playing alongside the 
famed steve aoki, and earning a residence at popular local 
club butter factory. for those of you not yet in the know, the 
DmC Championships is the olympics equivalent for turntablists 
and has crowned DJs such as andrew Chow of zouk, who is 
incidentally the only other DJ in singapore with a triple win at 
the DMC, and also Inquisitive’s first mentor. 

when asked whether he would consider another round on the 
DmC decks to claim a fourth title, inquisitive muses, “it is really 
stressful, practicing for DmC [because] DmC is like, you can 
practise for 10 hours a day, but on that day if you make one 

single mistake, that’s it. i mean, [yes it is] fun, but i’ve already 
won three times so i want to go do my own music. but i will 
definitely come back.” 

for most other popular DJs, the next stop would be 
superstardom, world tours, autograph sessions and an 
entourage. but when hype asked inquisitive about his list of 
things to do, he says, “i’ll set up my own music label to sign 
friends and stuff, hopefully!”  

Contrary to expectations, a day in the life of inquisitive is 
surprisingly normal.  

“I wake up at 1pm, go on Beatport to find new music and read 
my friend’s blogs. because i need to read a lot on music and try 
to source for it and know about it, i spend about two to three 
hours online reading up… and then nothing much. i’ll just start 
making music till about dinnertime. You can find me at the 
skate park at orchard, at home, or at a friend’s house chilling. 
Nothing special. Or you can find me at Butter [Factory]!” 

like what he’s wearing? we have up to $300 worth of nike 
Sportswear up for grabs! check out http://theurbanwire.com 
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TAKING 
BACK THE 
WORLD By Nicholas Joshua Lee

think of the 90’s and three things come to mind: 
friends, pamela anderson and the birth of the 
internet. however, there was something else that 
changed the world of fandom forever: boy bands.  

yes, those guys who captured the hearts of teen-
age girls all over the world.

but as time passed and the teens outgrew their 
elaborate dance moves and perfectly coiffed hair 
to make room for more modern genres of music, 
most of them ended up fading into obscurity.  

well, maybe except a certain british boy band.   

formed in 1989 by nigel martin-smith, take 
that was the United Kingdom’s answer to the 
wave of American boy bands. The five-member 
band comprised of gary barlow, howard Donald, 
Jason orange, mark own and robbie williams.  

through 1992 to 1995, they released three 
wildly successful albums, and with their 
charming good looks and upbeat pop tunes, they 
easily gained an epic international following.  

their success took a nosedive when robbie 
williams, arguably the band’s most popular 
member, overdosed on drugs in July 1995. the 
near fatal incident led to tension within the band 
and williams quit. a year later, the group formally 
announced that they were disbanding. 

Long-time fan Gloria Tan, a finance consultant, 30, 
still recalls how she felt when she heard the news.

“i was devastated when robbie williams left. i 
was even more shocked when the band disbanded! 

i can’t remember if i cried, but i probably did 
and so did all my other friends who loved the 
band,” gloria claims.  

however, in 2006, take that (sans robbie 
williams) released their comeback single, 
“patience”. it topped the charts and the music 
world welcomed them back with open arms. 

in 2007, they chalked up another hit, “rule the 
world”, and their chart-topping streak scored a 
hat trick in 2008, when the revived pop group 
released their second album, The Circus, and 
its first single, “Greatest Day”, went straight to 
number one once again.

while many other boybands are now struggling 
to make an impact in the fickle music industry, 
take that has certainly proved that they have 
staying power – at least in the United Kingdom.  

their most recent concert, take that presents: 
the Circus live, even managed to outsell 
michael Jackson’s bad tour to make it the 
fastest-selling concert in the UK.  

but now that the band has gained some new 
fans, what do old fans think of their revival? 

“i still love their music!”  gloria says with passion. 

“their sound may have changed a bit... but i’ve 
matured and so have my taste, i guess that’s why 
i like their new sound,” she adds.  
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it all started at a Dairy Queen outlet in 1986. 

the three founding members of no Doubt, John 
spence and siblings eric and gwen stefani, met 
while working at the popular fast-food restaurant. 

from then on out, the band went through various 
line-up changes (with spence’s unexpected 
suicide and eric’s exit) before gwen, bassist 
tony Kanal, guitarist tom Dumont and drummer 
adrian young stumbled across success with their 
sophomore effort, Tragic Kingdom. the album 
spawned hits like the fiercely popular “Don’t 
speak” that garnered two nominations at the 
1998 grammy awards. 

the band churned out two more albums, Return 
of Saturn (2000) and Rock Steady (2001). 
though the darker-sounding Return of Saturn 
didn’t manage to repeat the success that Tragic 
Kingdom had, Rock Steady proved that no Doubt 
is arguably one of the most successful ska band 
the world has ever seen.  

since their hiatus (though the band insists that 
they have never gone on a break of any sort) 
in 2004, the band members have gone to solo 
careers, the most lucrative being lead singer 

gwen stefani’s multi-platinum solo records. During 
which, rumours were abound that the rest of 
no Doubt would be continuing on a new album 
without her, much to the dismay of their fans.  

however, these were quickly dismissed, with 
band members citing her second pregnancy as 
the only reason she took a break.  

said gwen in an interview with spin magazine, 
“i always felt like i was cheating on them when 
i was working with other musicians. in my mind, 
there was never any question that i was going to 
come back to no Doubt. those guys are my best 
friends forever.” 

In 2009, the band officially announced a 
52-date north america tour, insisting that they 
were not in it as a nostalgia act, but to draw 
inspiration for their upcoming album. the band 
started touring alongside popular rock band 
paramore on 19 may. 

and from the rave concert reviews that they have 
received so far, it would seem as though no 
Doubt has never lost their touch. 

the los angeles times reported that they 
delivered an explosive performance “to a sold-
out house at the mandalay bay events Center, 
[recapturing] the pop magic of its glory days in 
the late 90’s and early 2000’s.” 

and even though the younger generation of 
music lovers these days only remember gwen 
stefani as the lady with an entourage of harajuku 
girls behind her, we have no doubt that once 
their album drops in 2010, that sh*t’s gonna be 
bananas. in a good way, of course.  

NO 
DOUBT
ABOUT IT
By Eunice Lew
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NOT YOUR 
AVERAGE 
ROCK STARS By Chee Hui Ming

in recent years, rockstars have come in the 
form of heavily tattooed individuals with floppy, 
unkempt hair and a penchant for black clothing, 
who croon constantly about heartaches and 
heartbreaks and who, frankly, take themselves a 
little too seriously. 

rewind back to the late 90’s, however, and there 
was blink-182.  

best known for their endless stream of crude 
banter, they never took themselves seriously and 
frequently sang songs about aliens and never 
wanting to grow up. 

the band shot to mainstream fame with their 
third album in 1999, Enema of the State, which 
sold 15 million copies and gained them a huge 
following of loyal fans.  

however, just about three albums later in 2005, 
the band shocked their fans when they went on 
an “indefinite hiatus”, citing creative differences 
and an internal power struggle. guitarist-vocalist 
tom Delonge moved on to front his own band, 
angels and airwaves, while vocalist-bassist mark 
hoppus and drummer travis barker formed +44. 
both bands released separate albums in 2006.  

it was only after travis was involved in a plane 
crash in 2008 that the three began communicating 
once more. 

said tom in a recent rolling stones interview, 
“i was just sitting there with tears in my eyes. i 
decided that i wanted to be next to travis when 
he played drums again.” 

and so, at the 51st grammy awards this year, 
all three members appeared on the same stage 
and declared as a band, “we used to play music 
together, and we decided we’re going to play 
music together again.”  

For long-time fan, Joel Tay, 25, this definitely 
spells good news.  

he candidly remembers blink-182 as that 
reckless, fun-loving band with ridiculous, vulgar 
lyrics that “obviously never captured everyone’s 
hearts” but certainly captured his.  

“their reunion announcement seriously sent 
chills down my spine – and in a good way!” he 
exclaims excitedly. 

picking up from where they left off, blink-182 
has planned a series of summer concerts across 
north america and is currently in talks to 
produce another album. 

still, there are rumours swirling around that the 
band only got back together for the cash.  

mark, however, claims that this is not true. in an 
interview with spin magazine, he declares that 
the band wasn’t desperate for a quick 
moneymaking opportunity, but simply wanted to 
go back to having fun once more. 

and whether or not they’ll be a continued 
success or not remains to be seen. the odds 
seem to be good as of now. 

the band has promised that the concerts will be 
much more than just a repertoire of their past 
hits. they will hit the roads with plenty of new 
material on hand.  

more importantly, they’re doing something that 
they had never really bothered to do before until 
now: rehearse.  

“we used to walk around onstage and forget our 
parts – we just wanted to play fast and look cool. 
this time we want to be more artistic,” mark 
claims in another interview with rolling stones. 

It may seem like Blink-182 has finally grown up 
but don’t be fooled, one thing still remains, they 
claim: toilet humour and dirty jokes. 

i’m sorry, what’s their age again? 
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ice, ice Baby – Vanilla ice
the turn of the decade saw the rise of 
the first white rapper, Vanilla Ice, whose 
claim to fame was the chart-topping single 
‘Ice, Ice Baby’. Recently it came in fifth 
in blender magazine’s list of 50 worst 
songs ever. but no matter how lame we 
declare the song to be, resistance is futile 
whenever its sexy chorus comes on.  

Baby Got Back – Sir mix-a-lot
one thing is certain, sir mix-a-lot is an 
honest man: he really likes big butts. after 
all, this is the premise of baby got back, 
a song about the female anatomy. even 
the music video would make your mom 
cry because sir mix-a-lot is strutting his 
stuff on top of a huge, well, i’m sure you 
can guess.  

i swear – All-4-one
originally a country song by John 
michael montgomery, the cover by all-
4-one became even more popular than 
the original and paved the way for other  
equally suave boybands. in breathy, 
perfectly harmonised vocals and cheesy 
hand-on-heart gestures, they swear by the 
moon and stars to always be there. 

Wannabe – Spice girls
with their outrageous costumes and 
even more outrageous nicknames, the 
Spice Girls sang ‘Wannabe’, which 
was a pure pop guilty pleasure with its 
catchy piano riff and harebrained lyrics. 
(“i wanna really, really, really, wanna 
zigazigah” anyone?) the song became 
their signature song.

truly, Madly, deeply – Savage garden
this is perhaps the love song to end all 
love songs, with its teenybopper appeal 
and tacky lyrics (“lay like this forever 
until the sky falls down on me”). the 
public was completely taken by this song 
even though its cringe-worthy lyrics would 
make any cynic roll his or her eyes at its 
sheer absurdity.

(everything i do) i do it For You – Bryan Adams 
the amazing thing is that despite cheesy 
lyrics like “there’s nowhere unless you’re 
there”, this ballad managed to spend 
seven weeks atop the billboard. now, no 
wedding would be complete without it, 
although we probably die a little inside 
from embarrassment whenever bride and 
groom slow dance to this tune. 

i’m Gonna Be (500 Miles) – the proclaimers
arguably one of the corniest songs of the 
90’s about a man proclaiming his undying 
love for a woman by (rather foolishly) 
walking a total of 1000 miles only to fall 
down at her door. although the song is 
bouncy and catchy, the lyrics are laughable 
and awkward. why did we even… let’s not 
talk about it. 

Lemon tree – fool’s garden
remember tuning into any radio station in 
the year 1995 and hearing fool’s garden 
singing about a certain yellow lemon tree? 
you must admit, a list of guilty pleasures 
just wouldn’t be the same without this 
song, whose insanely catchy chorus is the 
reason we can’t stop swaying and humming 
whenever it comes on. 

tubthumping – chumbawamba
for a song that ranked 12th on the 
rolling stones’ 20 most annoying songs, 
tubthumping by Chumbawamba is 
surprisingly motivational, with never-say-
die lyrics like “i get knocked down/ but i 
get up again/ you’re never gonna get me 
down”, and a thumping beat set against 
jaunty electric guitars riffs.

...Baby one More time – Britney Spears
the song was the start of a global 
pop phenomenon, and has since seen 
britney rise to sex goddess stature and 
subsequently fallen from grace with her 
public meltdowns. even with her recent 
successful comeback,this is still the one 
song that almost everyone will know the 
lyrics and moves to.

1990

1992

1994

1996

1998

1991

1993

1995

1997

1999

Remember the good ol’ days when Britney Spears was that sweet starlet and posters of boybands were all 
plastered over our walls? All that we all love to hate and hate to love; we bring you our own list of the 90’s rewind. 

By Eunice Lew & Loh Qiu-Lyng
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SEVEN

NINE

FIVE
TEN

      is the number of cast members in the hit
       television series friends. the famed six 
are rachel green, Joey tribbiani, monica geller, ross 
geller, phoebe buffay, and Chandler bing, who have made 
numerous cultural impacts with their timeless humour 
and catchphrases – including Joey’s sad attempt at a pick 
up line: How you doin’? 

it’s everyone’s favourite lucky number and the same goes 
for famed author J.K rowling. 
appears many times in harry 
potter: there are seven players on each Quidditch team, 
harry potter’s birthday is on the seventh month, ginny 
weasley is the seventh child and students at hogwarts 
must complete seven years of education. 

      is the number of lives Jon and 
      Kate brought into this world – but 
they’re Jon and kate no more. still, the divorced reality 
show “stars” (Jon & Kate plus 8) illustrate our fascination 
with the personal lives of ordinary and not-so-ordinary 
people who don’t mind the onslaught of criticism in 
exchange for 15 seconds of fame and a nice cheque. 

march         is Barbie’s official birthday. The 
best-                               selling but controversial fashion 
doll is manufactured by mattel, inc. and made its debut 
at the american international toy fair in new york on 
march 9, 1959. well at least there’s someone (or 
something) who will be forever young. 

gossip blog meets pop culture discussion board oh no 
they Didn’t (ONTD) was the first LiveJournal community 
to reach the limit of                        thousand comments 
in a single post. ontD                      went on to break 
more records, more news and even all of liveJournal’s 
servers due to an explosion of posts following michael 
Jackson’s death. wow. 

SIX

POP

EIGHT

ONE

FOUR

CULTURE 
VULTURE
Love it or hate it, we know everything that is pop culture. From the famous 
golden arches to almost everyone’s favourite place to get a caffeine fix, or 
even a vampirific and obsessive love fantasy with an even more obsessed 
following – the pop cult is here to stay. So take the first step by embracing 
your inner mainstream fangirl (or boy) as Lin Verena takes you down this 
pop culture crash course. 

                     twitter trending topic was all it took                     
      to gain the attention of the international 
news media. #keeppaula rose to the top as fans from 
all over the world tweeted to show their support to keep 
the quirky but lovable american idol judge for the ninth 
season running, after her seat at the table appeared to be 
on the chopping block. never underestimate the power of 
a tweet (or maybe just one sneaky negotiation strategy). 

and so they say it takes                      hands to clap, and 
two men to make a bro-                      mance. if these 
love stories aren’t riding off on white horses, we don’t 
know what is. from real life american idol’s kris Allen 
and Adam lambert to reel life’s Dr wilson and Dr house 
(in american medical drama house), unashamed 
bromances are the new black. 

only                                      people in the whole world                                     
were                                      privileged enough to voice 
the legendary mickey mouse cartoon character. The first 
was walt Disney himself, followed by Jim macdonald 
for three decades till his retirement, and finally, Wayne 
allwine, who recently passed away on may 13, 2009. 

            androgynous oddities once graced  
             the children’s television world with 
their own television screens on their bellies. they come 
in four colours - yellow, red, green and purple - hang out 
with a vacuum cleaner and overdo the baby talk a little 
too much. no brownie points for guessing who. 

David Beckham ranked number                on 
forbes’ most powerful Celebrity                              100 
List in 2008. For a reason we can’t figure, the English 
soccer stud earns a whopping UsD$50 million a year 
- probably from his ballsy “career” and for showing off 
his perfectly sculpted body many, many times in giorgio 
armani ads. 

TWO

THREE



thriller

“People always 
told me be careful 
of what you do 
/ And don’t go 
around breaking 
young girls’ hearts 

And mother always 
told me be careful 
of who you love / 
And be careful of 
what you do ‘cause 
the lie becomes 
the truth ”

1982

‘Billie Jean’, written by 
michael Jackson

BAD

“I’m starting with 
man in the mirror 
/ I’m asking him to 
change his ways / 
And no message 
could have been 
any clearer  

If you wanna make 
the world a better 
place / Take a look 
at yourself / And 
then make 
a change”

1987

‘Man in the Mirror’, 
written by glen ballard & 
siedah garrett 

DAngerouS

“But they told me 
/ A man should be 
faithful / And walk 
when not able

And fight till the 
end / But I’m 
only human”

1991

‘Will You Be There’, written 
by michael Jackson

hiStory

“With such 
confusion don’t it 
make you wanna 
scream / Your bash 
abusin’ victimise 
within the scheme  

You find your 
pleasure 
scandalizin’ every 
lie / Oh brother, 
please have mercy 
cause I just can’t 
take it / Stop 
pressurin’ me ”

1996

‘Scream’, written by James 
harris iii, terry lewis, michael 
Jackson & Janet Jackson 

inVinciBle

“You can change 
the world (I can’t 
do it by myself)

You can touch the 
sky (Gonna take 
somebody’s help)

You’re the chosen 
one (I’m gonna 
need some kind of 
sign)

If we all cry at the 
same time tonight”

2001

‘Cry’, written by R. Kelly 
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Iconology At a mere 10 years of age, Michael Jackson had already danced his 
way into the hearts of his global audience, and as he grew older and 
into his unparalleled talents, we came to realise that there would never 
be anyone else who could command the stage quite like him. 

Now, with 10 albums and countless other masterpieces in his 
discography, his music is heard everywhere, from clubs in downtown 
L.A. to the slums in India, and has brought people of every race and 
religion together. 

Here is a little taste of pop at its absolute finest.    

got to Be there

“You don’t have 
to worry ‘cause 
I’m coming / Back 
to where I should 
have always stayed

And now I’ve 
heard the maybe 
to your story / And 
it’s enough love for 
me to stay”

1972

‘I Wanna Be Where You 
are’, written by lean ware & 
arthur ross

Ben

“Ben, the two of us 
need look no more 
/ We both found 
what we were 
looking for

With a friend to call 
my own / I’ll never 
be alone/ And you, 
my friend, will see

You’ve got a friend 
in me”

1972

‘Ben’, written by Don Black & 
walter scharf 

muSic & me

“My life began 
when happy 
smiled / Sweet, like 
candy to a child

Stay here and love 
me just a while/  
Let sadness see 
what happy does

Let happy be 
where sadness was”

1973

‘Happy’, written by Michel 
legrand & smokey robinson

foreVer, michAel

“Just a little bit of 
you every day / Will 
surely keep the 
doctor away

Eeny weeny teeny 
bit of your love / 
Baby it’s all I need, 
it’s all I need”

1975

‘Just a Little Bit of You’, 
written by edward holland Jr 
& brian holland 

off the wAll

“Just take it slow/ 
‘Cause we got so 
far to go / When 
you feel that heat

And we’re gonna 
ride the boogie / 
Share that beat 
of love”

1979

 ‘Rock With You’, written by 
rod temperton 
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Michael Jackson’s death, possible the most covered event 
of the year to date - having occupied the covers of almost 
every publication on the newsstands - achieved what every 
politician and leader could only dream of – he brought 
together people of different nations, different cultures, 
different languages and different generations as they 
remembered the life of the last music great. 

By Wong Yeang Cherng

our island remembers the wonders of this 
individual who crossed all boundaries, 
be it in music, dance, race and even 
geographical location. but for this 
singaporean family, Jackson was what 
held them together despite the fact that 
he was 8,782 miles away in los angeles.

for Joshua simon, 19, a third-year film, 
sound and video student from ngee ann 
polytechnic, it was a tumultuous morning 
the day news of Jackson’s death broke. 

He recalls, “I had this big fight with my 
dad the night before. i was planning to 
run away from home the next morning. in 
the morning of my planned escape, my 
dad ran into my room… and told me the 
news of mJ’s passing.” 

“i didn’t believe it. i actually thought 
he wanted to ruin the one thing that 
connected the family.” 

for the simon family, of which Jackson 
and his music has saturated the lives of 
for more than two decades, a nothing-too-
fancy, but befitting tribute says it all. 

“we specially stayed up late at night to 
watch his funeral and bought new CDs of 
michael Jackson to remember our music 

icon,” recounts mr magdalene simon, 
Joshua’s father. 

nostalgia evidently lends a sort of 
sentimentality to magdalene’s face 
whenever Jackson’s songs like “i’ll be 
there” and “billie Jean” come on, 
since the songs hold particularly fond 
memories of the old secondary school 
days when he and his friends “would 
gather in [the] shopping centre just to 
watch the music videos”. 

amidst Jackson’s countless masterpieces, 
the track “thriller” from the 1982 album 
of the same name is “by far, the best” 
for magdalene, although he quickly adds 
that it “does not in any way lessen the 
albums that came before or after”. 

It comes as no surprise to find out that 
the simon family is an entire fan base 
on their own that spreads across all three 
generations of them. 

for one, Joshua’s late indian 
grandmother had a memorable and 
quirky way of crooning to the beat of the 
popular track “beat it”. 

“That is the first song I heard her sing in 
english. i’ll always remember her singing 

it with the thick accent. it’s hilarious yet 
heart-warming,” he recounts fondly. for 
Joshua, the track is his anthem, and his 
form of escape from bullying when he 
was younger.  

“i’d replay the song on my discman back 
then and just go crazy yelling inside, 
imagining myself in the music video.” 

even Joshua’s mother, who is least the 
least fanatical of all, could not help 
but catch Jackson’s funeral service on 
television the day it was broadcast live on 
local television. 

“she’s a quiet Chinese woman who 
appreciates Jackson’s ballads like 
‘Human Nature’ and ‘Man in the Mirror,”’ 
Joshua claims. 

with the passing of a legendary superstar, 
especially one held so dear by the family, 
or the ghandi of music as magdalene 
describes, Jackson’s legacy is perhaps 
most appropriately summed up in 
Joshua’s own words.  

“i remembered asking god why and the 
only thing i heard was… i created him 
and the world dissed him so i’m calling 
him home so the world will remember.”

Generations
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escape the media, not his fans. “michael 
Jackson transcended culture. he 
transcended love,” Usher said.

man in the mirror
if records meant anything, perhaps 
the one michael Jackson holds in the 
guinness book of world records for the 
“most Charities supported by a pop star” 
represents what we love most about him. 

there’s no doubt that michael Jackson’s 
music influenced generations, and his 
strong belief in humanity has driven his 
attempts to “heal the world”. from 
poignant ballads like “man in the mirror” 
to the 1985 collaboration with lionel 
richie – “we are the world” to help 
raise funds for politically unstable, 
drought-hit ethiopia – his commitment 
was unmistakable. 

in 1992, the entertainer set up a charity 
organisation, heal the world foundation, 
which focuses on global issues like abuse 
and hunger and homelessness. 

eng yvonne, 21, an undergraduate at 
nanyang technological University and a 
huge Jackson supporter, sees the King of 
pop as purely human. “i see the michael 
that genuinely cares about humanitarian 

work and gives a lot of money to charity 
organisations,” yvonne points out, 
adding that he’d made great efforts to 
incorporate conviction into his career 
even during his difficult times.

according to bbC news, the superstar, at 
the age of 25, suffered serious burns to 
his scalp after his hair caught fire while 
filming a Pepsi Cola commercial. 

however, michael Jackson never kept the 
compensation from pepsi. instead, he 
generously donated the Us$1.5million 
(about s$2.2 million) to a burn centre in 
California, which was then named after 
him – the michael Jackson burn Centre. 

Black and white
according to the washington post, 
Jackson also “broke down the racial 
barriers” in and out of the music industry. 

back in the 1980s, african-americans 
were disadvantaged when it came to 
getting airplay on american radio stations 
that played “white” music most of the 
time. however, when michael Jackson’s 
thriller album was released in 1982, 
it became a global sensation that radio 
stations couldn’t ignore – and not long 
after, mtv caught the fever. 

indeed, the highly enamoured entertainer 
paved the way for new black artistes to 
step out. according to Joycelyn wilson, a 
professor of african-american studies at 
morehouse College and popular culture 
specialist, the King of Pop “influenced a 
new generation of black musicians” like 
Kanye west, Usher, and ne-yo, who have 
been topping the charts in recent years. 

Samuel Prakash, 19, a final-year 
mechatronics engineering student of 
nanyang polytechnic says, “michael 
Jackson revolutionised and started a 
trend in r&b and hip hop music, which 
are the genres of these three musicians. 
even their appearances are somewhat 
influenced by MJ – Ne-Yo with his hat 
and Usher with his dance moves.” 

there was also “black or white”, which 
was composed to promote racial unity. in 
its video, michael danced with people of 
different race and cultures. its message 
was powerful and showed his enduring 
belief in world peace and harmony. 
attempting to replace this King of pop 
might just be impossible – if we even 
bother to try. though having passed 
on – we hate to bring this up again – 
we’ll miss him, his eccentricity and his 
immense talent terribly.
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We live in a time where we have heard more of Michael Jackson’s 
bedroom shenanigans than of his musical genius and stage flair. 

This is the generation of today, fuelled on Youtube and illegal 
music filesharing, defined by pop starlets who pale in comparison 
to the sheer force that was the King. They thrill in their own right, 
Lady Gaga, Rihanna, Justin Timberlake and the rest, but Michael 
was so much bigger than that, so much larger than life, the little 
boy from Gary, Indiana rising above his traumatic childhood, 
transcending genres and cultures to define the world in his time. 
This is the Michael that the Youtube generation knows not about. 

By Keann Chong and Eunice Lai 

Boy wonder
this is michael Jackson the entertainer, 
the child prodigy signed to motown at the 
age of 10, sweeping airwaves with the 
Jackson 5 and having four solo albums 
under his belt before the age of 17. 
this is michael Jackson the visionary, 
realising at that same age that, unless 
he got off the motown conveyor belt that 
refused to let him write and perform 
his own songs, he would only ever be a 
product, never a person. armed with this 
knowledge,Jackson left motown in 1975, 
signing on to Cbs records (now epic 
records) and striking up a friendship 
with critically acclaimed music producer 
Quincy Jones a few years later. we all 
know what happens next.  

finally let loose to explore his own 
creative inklings and guided by Jones’ 
steady hand, Jackson exploded onto 
the music scene in 1979 with Off The 
Wall, sending shockwaves through a 
community that knew he would be 
successful, but never quite that big. in 
the next 30 years, Jackson would go 
rampaging through the music world, 
producing chart-topping album after 
chart-topping album, claiming award 
after award, including 18 grammys and 
13 guinness world records. if Off The 

Wall put him on the map, Thriller gave 
him the map, and it would not be far 
amiss to say that Jackson was the main 
reason why r&b, pop and hip hop music 
developed the way it did after the 80’s. 

Jackson had redefined what was perceived 
as popular music. Deriving what many 
would later call “contemporary r&b” 
from a series of genres including 
soul, funk, jazz and slow rock, Jackson 
was influencing a generation of soon-
to-be artists such as Usher and britney 
spears, as well as his youngest sister, 
Janet. they would grow up watching him 
on mtv, captivated just like the rest of 
the world. “performing with michael was 
like a childhood dream come true,” JC 
Chasez of the now defunct *nsynC said 
on an interview with Cnn.com. “it was 
kind of like my life had come full-circle 
at that point. first you dream about being 
able to dance like him and the next thing 
you know you’re standing next to him 
while you’re dancing.” 

it’s impossible to watch Jackson and not 
want to dance. it was not so much about 
the iconic moves than it was about the 
sheer spontaneity and joyfulness of his 
stage charm. Jackson made dance look 
so easy; so natural. he made us believe 

we all could. “i tried to do the michael 
triple spin (and) dislocated my knee 
trying to do it,” hip hop instructor Kar-el 
green said. “that’s what got me to start 
dancing. now, i teach it for a living,” 

perhaps one of the greatest legacies 
that Jackson left behind was to mtv. 
before 1983, mtv was a rock-exclusive 
music channel that rarely, if ever, gave 
airtime to african-american artists, until 
michael Jackson happened. videos for 
“billie Jean” and “beat it” were too 
irresistible not to be played, let alone  the 
14-minute long “thriller” video became. 
mtv, almost sheepishly, switched to pop 
after that, saving its ratings and made 
the music video a staple to every artistes 
single release, now seen everywhere from 
Japan to bollywood. 

but it seems like the youtube generation 
may get to experience michael Jackson 
for themselves after all. a revolution has 
been happening online since he passed 
on, with fans tearfully digging up his 
music videos – these are videos that 
thousands of teens worldwide are starting 
to key in searches for – and putting them 
on the net. michael Jackson lives on in 
his music, perhaps a fitting resolution to 
a man that often only wanted to 

Resonance
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Jude lee, 24, bassist of local alternative 
rock band west grand boulevard, has 
mixed reactions on the sudden attention 
and interest that Jackson is getting post 
mortem. while he is glad that people 
are finally recognising his musical 
achievements again, lee feels that there 
are hypocritical people out there who 
previously never listened to Jackson’s 
music but only became “a huge fan” 
after his death. 

but the biggest question still looms. prior 
to the fateful day, Jackson had been seen 
practicing hard for his comeback tour 
“this is it”, and seemed to be perfectly 
healthy, despite a long history with 
various drugs. Could it be that Jackson 
had died of a drug overdose, just like his 
ex-father-in-law and King of Rock ‘n’ Roll 
elvis presley did? why was he allowed 
by his doctors to go on the physically 
demanding comeback tour if he had a 
medical history and a weak constitution?

Celebrity gossip site tmz.com, which 
also broke the news of Jackson’s death, 
reported that he used the names of his 
entourage to secure extra prescription 
drugs for his own consumption. numerous 
reports have also surfaced claiming that 
Jackson had indeed died of a drug 
overdose and with his history of self-
administering doses of painkillers and 

relaxants – the reports seems completely 
believable . however Jackson’s 
dermatologist arnold Klein claims that he 
danced in Klein’s office just three days 
before his death, and seemed to be in 
perfectly good shape.
 
but like millions of Jackson’s fans in the 
world, singapore idol alumni and a fan 
of the performer since she was two years 
old, gayle nerva, 20, remains indifferent 
to Jackson’s rumored drug problems 
because “it would not change the fact 
he is a legendary icon who changed the 
movement of music”.  

A king’s funeral
amidst shoddy rumours, hasty preparations 
and security issues, Jackson was finally 
laid to rest on 7 July, following an 
extravagant and emotional tribute 
befitting of a king. A reported one billion 
people watched the live public memorial 
service; perhaps as their own way of 
saying their final goodbyes to the man 
who defined an era and the man whose 
music is still heard in every contemporary 
music radio station today.  

During the service, fellow a-listers like 
stevie wonder, mariah Carey and lionel 
ritchie, paid their own tributes to him 
with a heartfelt delivery of songs. but the 
nearly two-hour memorial boiled down 

to 20 moving seconds when Jackson’s 
daughter, paris-michael Jackson, took the 
microphone to address the crowd. while 
Jackson was part of the Jackson 5, the 
King of pop or wacko Jacko to the world, 
it was often forgotten that he was also 
someone else’s father. and in a shaky 
voice, paris said, “ever since i was born, 
Daddy has been the best father you could 
ever imagine... 
i just wanted to say i love him so much.” 

perhaps you are overwhelmed, or even 
frustrated, by the excessive Jackson 
media coverage and countless tributes, 
but this is mere proof of Jackson’s legacy 
and unprecedented star power he had 
that the world almost forgot. no one, 
even the harshest of critics, can deny 
Jackson’s superstardom and his place 
among the exclusive pantheon of music 
giants like elvis presley and the beatles. 
as newsweek rightfully laments, “before 
michael Jackson came frank sinatra, 
elvis presley, and the beatles; after him 
has come absolutely no one, however 
brilliant or however popular, who couldn’t 
be ignored by vast segments of an ever-
more-fragmented audience.” 

short of barack obama’s win, 2009 will 
be always be remembered as the year the 
world lost its last, and possibly most-
beloved music legend. 

illUstration by Cheong JiahUi
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Michael Jackson’s unexpected passing marked the end of an era of musical 
superstars, and left the world without their King of Pop. John Mayer, a blues and 
rock singer-songwriter from the other side of the music world, said on Twitter: 
“A major strand of our cultural DNA has left us.” The King may be gone, but his 
legacy lives on as surely as his music does. 

By Paige Foong  

although the 21st century has seen 
the rise of new stars like Usher and 
Justin timberlake, who coincidentally 
cite michael Jackson as their greatest 
influence, none have come close to 
Jackson’s influence or record sales during 
his lifetime. even Jackson’s closest 
competitor, madonna, is nowhere near.  

as with other icons like elvis presley and 
marilyn monroe, Jackson’s unexpected 
and untimely passing sent the media 
and the world into a massive hysteria 
like never before. from every corner of 
the world – europe, China, india, the 
United states, africa, russia, singapore 
and even the middle east - the world 
mourned for the death of their beloved 
King. tough questions were raised and 
the finger pointing game began: Who, or 
what, killed michael Jackson? 

The official word is that Jackson suffered 
a cardiac arrest at his holiday home in 
los angeles on 25 June and despite 
valiant efforts by paramedics on the 
scene, he was pronounced dead at the 
ronald reagan UCla medical Centre 
two hours later. news of his sudden 
death commandeered the radio airwaves 
and led to an upsurge in Internet traffic: 
Cnn.com reported over 20 million page 

views within the hour for their cover on 
his death, while social networking site, 
twitter was so busy that users were 
unable to log into their accounts. 

the mania caused by his death came 
as a surprise for many. the last time 
that  Jackson hit the headlines it 
had been about his eccentricities 
and odd behavious, not so much the 
groundbreaking album sales and slick 
dance moves that were synonymous with 
him during the 80’s. they called him 
“wacko Jacko”. 

but now, with Jackson’s demise, all 
that was deemed weird and strange 
about him seemed to have died as well, 
leaving behind the genius of his music 
and talent that the world fell in love 
with in the first place. Billboard reported 
sales of more than 110,000 copies of 
Jackson’s albums two days after news of 
his death broke out, while amazon saw 
his CD sales increase sevenfold from the 
previous day’s volume, which landed 
him a spot on the 10 best-selling albums 
on amazon. since then, his total CD 
sales across all major retailers globally 
makes him the best-selling artiste of 
2009. ironically, in his death, he was 
King again.  

Finale

continued on the next page  ➔
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michael Jackson’s unexpected passing 
marked the end of an era of musical 
superstars and left the world without their 
King of pop. the King may be gone, but 
his legacy lives on.

pg 2 - 4

resonAnCe
we live in a time where we have heard 
more of Jackson’s bedroom shenanigans 
than of his musical genius and stage flair. 
this is the generation of today, fuelled 
on Youtube and illegal music filesharing, 
defined by pop starlets who pale in 
comparison to the sheer force that was 
the King. 

pg 5 - 7

GenerAtions
Jackson’s death achieved what every 
politician and leader could only dream of 
– he brought together people of different 
nations, different cultures, different 
languages and different generations 
as they remembered the life of the last 
music great. 

pg 8 - 9

iConoLoGY
at a mere 10 years of age, Jackson had 
already danced his way into the hearts of 
his global audience, and as he grew older 
and into his unparalleled talents, we came 
to realise that there would never be anyone 
else who could command the stage quite 
like him. 
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